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SGB IS BACK!
Same Standards. More Expertise.

For many years SGB stood as a provider of unparalleled knowledge and unlimited capability
within the UK Access Market. Now, as a member of the Brand Group of companies, SGB is
bringing that unrivalled expertise back and ‘Scaffolding Great Britain’ once again. Whatever
your access needs our bespoke approach means you always get the most efficient and most
appropriate solution to your access requirement. We can utilise any combination of product
from CUPLOK® to MASTCLIMBERS™ to aluminium towers and always with the highest levels
of expertise and legendary standards of safety. SGB is back in Britain and proud to work in
partnership with some of the country’s most respected construction businesses. Talk to us to
find out how we can help you with your contract, hire, sale or training requirements.
Find out how we have changed from Harsco Infrastructure
by visiting us at: www.sgb.co.uk

Welcome
resembles the UK MEWPs market
a decade ago – lots of opportunity,
but lots of risk
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News
Safety

UKCG MEWP
Toolkit is
welcomed
by IPAF

IPAF welcomes and fully endorses
the UKCG MEWP Good Practice
Toolkit published by the UK
Contractors Group.The document
provides
guidance on
how UKCG
members
should
manage the
use of
MEWPs on
their sites.
This
document
highlights
where
contractors can find specific
information and guidance from
sources including IPAF on the
various aspects of safe MEWP
operation and management
including statutory compliance,
and acknowledged safe procedures.
It should be seen as a minimum
standard for specifying, managing
and operating MEWPs on site.
Individual, specific sites may have
additional or higher requirements.
The UKCG MEWP Good Practice
Toolkit is available at the
Publications section of
www.ipaf.org

UK council
pushes MEWP
safety on sites
The IPAF UK Country Council
has developed a five-year plan
aimed at keeping the use of
MEWPs safe on UK sites.
Two items on the plan are to
develop guidance on operating
MEWPs on public highways and
to develop guidance on material
handling in MEWPs.
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HSE warning on covers
Alert based on review of seven fatal accidents in which operators were crushed
The Health & Safety Executive has
issued a safety alert advising that
“covers/shrouds on machine
controls do not protect against
entrapment of operators between
the machine and nearby
obstructions” (Devices used to
reduce operator entrapment and
crushing on mobile elevating work
platforms, HSE bulletin no. FOD
3-2014, issue date May 2014).
The HSE alert also directs duty
holders to two industry guidance
documents that may be used in
assessing and reducing the risk of
entrapment or crushing accidents
when operating MEWPs:
1.The Strategic Forum for
Construction Plant Safety Group’s
Best Practice Guidance for MEWPs:
Avoiding Trapping/Crushing
Injuries to People in the Platform
(reference 1);
2. IPAF’s Guidance on Secondary
Guarding Devices (reference 2).
Both documents are available
at the Publications section of
www.ipaf.org.
The alert was based on the HSE’s
review of seven fatal accidents
involving MEWPs in which
operators were crushed. In five of
the accidents, the operator was
crushed between an overhead
obstruction and a cover/shroud

fitted over the controls of the
machine.
The alert further states that:
“HSE acknowledges that it is not
possible to conclude that the
accidents involving shrouds would
have been prevented if those
machines had not been fitted with
shrouds. Nevertheless, HSE wants
to share the conclusions of its
review with those responsible for
the selection of MEWPs (and
secondary guarding devices) where
there is a risk of entrapment and/
or crushing of the operator.”
The alert calls for these actions:
• Duty holders should assess the
potential for entrapment/crushing
accidents in MEWPs for the
specific tasks they are to undertake.
In making the assessment and
deciding on appropriate
safeguards, they should consider
the issues described in reference 1.
• Where a secondary guarding
device (see reference 2) is required,
it should be selected for the specific
application and its limitations
should be clearly understood by
those who will be using the
machine.
• Covers/shrouds for machine
controls should not be relied upon
to reduce the risk of entrapment/
crushing more generally.

IPAF welcomes the HSE
guidance and reminds the
industry that no single device or
equipment will prevent
entrapment in all known
circumstances. MEWPs are a safe
and efficient way to perform
temporary work at height, but their
use must go hand in hand with
appropriate operator and
management training, adequate
familiarisation, risk assessment,
proper planning and management
of the work.

Video: is your MEWP legal? New guidance
The latest 15-minute safety video
from IPAF highlights the need to
keep equipment in good working
order through planned
maintenance regimes as well as
pre-use checks, inspections and
regular thorough examinations.
IPAF has also released two other
videos that provide visual tours of
how to conduct pre-start
inspections for scissor lifts and
booms, as well as technical
guidance on major inspections
aimed at keeping MEWPs safe
beyond the manufacturer’s
design life.
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All inspection videos and
resources can be found at
www.ipaf.org/inspections

IPAF has published guidance on
how to secure MEWPs when not in
use. It is essential that MEWPs are
secured and managed correctly to
ensure that only competent and
nominated personnel operate the
equipment in accordance with the
employer’s safe system of work.All
MEWPs should be stored in a safe
and secure manner when left
unattended.
The document provides
guidance on how this may be
achieved and is available at the
Publications/Technical Guidance
section of www.ipaf.org.

Strategic Forum
MEWP Safety
Group is back

The Strategic Forum for
Construction Plant Safety Group
(SFCPSG) MEWP Safety Group,
formerly the IPAF UK MEWP
Safety Forum, has been
re-established.This group is
chaired by Kevin Minton, director
of the Construction Plant-hire
Association. Chris Wraith, IPAF
technical and safety executive, is
the convenor.
The MEWP Safety Group was
instrumental in changing generic
“anti-entrapment” terminology to
“secondary guarding”. It has
produced updated guidance on
the selection of secondary
guarding devices for MEWPs

where the risk of entrapment has
been identified, and guidance on
MEWP security and isolation of
machines when not in use. It is
currently drafting guidance on
loading/unloading for contractors,
rental companies, transporters
and drivers. It is also drafting
guidance for rental companies
and contractors regarding MEWP
maintenance, inspection and
thorough examination.

MEWPs are safe
by design

Manufacturer members of the
IPAF Manufacturers’ Technical
Committee have issued a
statement confirming the safe
design of MEWPs. It was prepared
in response to a letter written by a
major UK contractor, dated

January 2014, where concerns
were raised “about the safety of
this type of work equipment”
(MEWPs) and requesting
“additional confirmation as to the
safety of all equipment being
brought onto site”.
The IPAF manufacturers’
statement can be viewed at the
Publications/Technical Guidance
section of www.ipaf.org.

Look out for the
CE marking

All MEWPs placed on the
European market have to comply
with the Machinery Directive
98/37/EC, and since 29 December
2009, its amended version
2006/42/EC.
All MEWPs placed on the EU
market must clearly and

permanently identify the machine
and manufacturer in one of the
languages of the Community, and
include the CE mark, serial
number and year of construction,
among others.They must be
accompanied by a Declaration of
Conformity that confirms
compliance with the Essential
Health and Safety Requirements
of the Directive. Instructions on
safe use and markings/warnings
must accompany each machine
and they must be in the language
of the member state where the
machine is placed on the market
or put into service.
Full details are in the FEM brief
guide for identification of noncompliant MEWPs, which can be
downloaded from the Resources/
Reference Guides section of
www.ipaf.org.

EN280 review
is under way

Good practice guide for
MEWPs produced by IPAF
Hire companies and contractors can refer
to a good practice guide produced by IPAF
which lists some of the key points that
should be considered when managing any
type of mobile elevating work platform
(MEWP).
The document Management of MEWPs –
Good Practice for Hire Companies and
Contractors was produced in consultation
with manufacturers, contractors, rental
companies and other interested parties.
While this good practice guide was
produced following requests for guidance
on managing “large and complex” MEWPs,

IPAF’s members believe that the key
principles of good MEWP management are
relevant to all types of MEWP and not
limited to “large and complex” machines.
The document guides rental companies
and contractors through the entire process
from planning and ordering equipment,
right up to the point of delivery and during
operation. It can be downloaded at the
Publications/Technical Guidance section of
www.ipaf.org
Good practice tips from IPAF are
available to help hire companies and
contractors manage MEWPs safely.

Approval has been given for a full review of the
European design standard relating to the
manufacture of MEWPs.The European Committee
for Standardisation (CEN) has recently gained a
mandate for CEN TC98/WG1 to commence a full
revision of EN280:2013 once the current amendment
A1 has been finalised. IPAF technical & safety
executive Chris Wraith explains why the
developments in the European MEWP standard are
necessary:
“The increasing popularity and increased use of
MEWPs throughout the world in almost all sectors
of industry, for new and differing applications,
mean that there are constantly new issues that
need addressing in the design standard.
“Possible topics for consideration in the next full
revision of EN280 include:
• Exit at height;
• Retention of key in ground controls;
• Average weight of a person;
• Fire prevention;
• Ability to isolate power when elevated, other than
emergency stop;
• Wind speed variations;
• Electromagnetic current (EMC).
“Continual technical and physical advances in
MEWP design mean it is essential that the
industry-specific design standard EN280 reflects
‘state of art’ and provides relevant guidance for
manufacturers to ensure safe design of MEWPs,”
said Mr Wraith.
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News

Double-digit growth for
IPAF Summit and US AWP rental market

traiNiNg &
iNdustry

Access awards

The next IPAF Summit and
International Awards for Powered
Access (IAPAs) will take place on
26 March 2015 in Washington, DC.
Enter for an award, book gala
dinner tickets, or register for the
free IPAF Summit conference at
www.iapa-summit.info .

Regional
meetings
Come to IPAF regional meetings!
Members and non-members
learn about recent developments
in the industry and network with
their peers.
These informal evening events
usually start around 18:00 and
last for two to three hours.
Delegates hear from three to four
speakers, followed by questions
and answers. This is rounded off
with a light buffet supper for
which there is a nominal charge.
Don’t miss this easy and costeffective way to learn about the
powered access industry.
Regional meetings take place
four times a year across the UK:
• 28 January 2015
Scotland Regional Meeting,
hosted by Nationwide Platforms
• 29 April 2015
North East Regional Meeting,
hosted by Trainrite
• 9 September 2015
West Midlands Regional Meeting,
hosted by IAPS Group
• 2 December 2015
West London Regional Meeting,
hosted by AFI-Uplift
Details and registration at
www.ipaf.org/events
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Latest results from IPAF’s annual rental market
research indicate that the European mobile elevating
work platform (MEWP) rental market remained
stable in 2013, continuing the trend in 2012. However,
strong differences exist among the 10 countries
under study: Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden and
the UK. Some countries achieved positive growth:
Germany, Norway, Sweden and the UK saw their
rental revenue increase around 5 per cent.
The UK MEWP rental fleet appears to have
reached its pre-recession levels. However, rental
companies remained cautious and kept an
unchanged split between construction and nonconstruction applications.
The US aerial work platform (AWP) rental market
is rebounding with stellar growth of around 10 per
cent in 2013. For the first time, IPAF has
commissioned research into the Chinese market.
The IPAF US and European Powered Access
Rental Market Reports 2014 include forecasts for
growth and fleet composition in the coming years,

and an estimate of the size of the AWP rental fleet
worldwide, with a breakdown by region and by
machine type. The US report also covers Canada.
Get the full figures and purchase these
publications at www.ipaf.org/reports.
MEWP rental revenue and growth in Europe,
source: IPAF European Powered Access Rental
Market Report 2014 or at www.ipaf.org
or visit www.ipaf.org/m4m

IPAF celebrates the issue
of one millionth PAL Card
IPAF has issued the one
millionth-ever PAL Card
(Powered Access Licence) under
its voluntary, industry-led
operator training programme,
which is certified by TÜV as
conforming to ISO 18878.
To celebrate the one millionth
PAL Card ever issued, IPAF is
calling all valid PAL Card holders
to enter a draw for some amazing
prizes. The PAL Card expires after
five years and there are currently
more than 500,000 valid PAL
Cards worldwide.
There will be five top prizes for
verified operators to win a free
trip to the access event of the year, the IPAF Summit and International
Awards for Powered Access (IAPAs) – flight, accommodation and gala
dinner included. This event will be held on 25 and 26 March 2015 at the
Crystal Gateway Marriott Hotel in Arlington, VA near Washington, DC.
All valid PAL Card holders are invited to enter the draw by verifying their
PAL Card at www.ipaf.org/checkpal by 26 January 2015.
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Manage
your
MEWPs
IPAF’s MEWPs for
Managers course is
available from approved
training centres
worldwide in English,
German, French, Italian,
Dutch, Spanish and
Portuguese. The course is
not about operating
equipment, but about
planning, supervising
and effectively managing
the use of MEWPs on site,
and understanding the
responsibilities of
owners, employers and
operators. It ends with a
written test that
candidates must pass
in order to obtain a
certificate. Details at
www.ipaf.org/m4m.

UK PLATFORMS IS A SPECIALIST IN POWERED
ACCESS, OFFERING WORKING AT HEIGHT
SOLUTIONS UP TO 43 METRES
We’re serious about safety and our
machines can now be supplied with
the added protection of Activ’ Shield
Bar Technology which protects your
operators from the risk of crush injuries
when working near overhead hazards.
Plus we can deliver the training your
team needs to work safely at height.
Our reach extends across the country,
so wherever you need to work at height,
we can get you up there, safely.

UK Platforms, new heights
of service and support.

ukplatforms.com / 0845 450 1661
Safety / Value / Availability / Support

News
INterNatIoNal

rESULTS
Operator
eLearning
available
across the US
PAF’s operator eLearning module
is available across the US in both
English and Spanish.
Operator eLearning does not
replace practical training. With
the eLearning module, trainees
complete the theory (traditional
classroom) part of the course
online at their own pace and time,
using the same material as in a
classroom session and learning
the same subjects.The trainee has
access to an instructor via email
or phone in case questions arise
during the training.
Trainees who complete the
online session must still pass a
supervised theory test at an IPAFapproved training centre and
must successfully complete
practical training and testing
before being issued a PAL Card as
proof of successfully completed
operator training. IPAF training is
managed in the US and Canada by
American Work Platform Training
(AWPT), IPAF’s North American
subsidiary.
More about operator eLearning
is at www.ipaf.org/eLearning
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Keep safe distances from
power lines, says IPAF
IPAF has called on MEWP
operators and managers to always
be aware of and keep safe
distances when working near
power lines, in light of accident
data which points to
electrocutions as one of the largest
causes of MEWP-related fatalities
in the US.
The not-for-profit Federation
highlighted this safety message
with a dynamic display at the Lift
Safety Zone at the CONEXPOCON/AGG show in Las Vegas,
which illustrated the safe and
minimum approach distances
that a MEWP should be when
working near power lines.
The IPAF demonstration at the
Lift Safety Zone illustrated two
recommended safe distances:
• 50 ft (15 m) + fully extended
boom from electrical pylons;
• 30 ft (9 m) + fully extended boom
from cables on wooden poles.
These recommended safe
distances meet or exceed those
specified in the US ANSI standards
and OSHA requirements.
Tony Groat, IPAF North America
manager, explained: “Operators or
supervisors are often not in a

position to know the voltage in
the power source. Knowing the
voltage is essential to determine
the minimum approach distance
(MAD), which is the safest
distance a person who has not
had specific training in avoiding
electrical hazards should
approach ‘live’ overhead cables.
The IPAF recommendations
are safe distances until the

voltage is determined.
“It is possible to work closer to
power lines than the IPAFrecommended safe distances, but
this should only be undertaken
after seeking expert advice from
the power supplier and
implementing extra safety
precautions.”
See video at the Publications &
Films section of www.ipaf.org

A Smart safety move for new PAL Cards
All PAL Cards (Powered Access Licences) issued by
IPAF for training on or after 1 January 2015 will be
machine-readable, ie Smart PAL Cards. This move
aims to improve site safety as Smart PAL Cards
may be used to ensure that only trained operators
can use mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs)
and mast climbing work platforms (MCWPs) on
site.
The Smart PAL Card is marked by a wireless icon
and has a chip embedded in it. The data stored on
the card, such as the operator name, number and
categories trained in, is also printed on it, so that
the Smart PAL Card can still be used as a standard
version.
The data in the chip can be read by a card reader
fitted to the machine. The reader can be set up to
accept certain data (eg level of training, machine
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categories) which in turn will allow the machine to
be operated. This means that a machine can be
programmed to start only if the operator has had
the correct training.
Using a Smart PAL Card along with a reader
device can allow control of machine access and
thereby improve site safety. Site managers can use
the system to ensure that only correctly trained
operators can operate MEWPs or MCWPs. They can
also track who has used which machine for how
long, and prevent fraudulent use.
More than 100,000 PAL Cards are issued each year
through IPAF-approved training centres worldwide.
The PAL Card is accepted widely and recognised as
proof of high quality platform operator training.
The validity of a card can be checked by using the
online verification tool at www.ipaf.org/checkpal.

To book this course, contact your
IPAF-approved training center or
visit www.ipaf.org

The big debate

Clockwise from top
left: Health and
Safety Executive
construction
inspector Justine
Lee; Skyjack
product & business
development
manager David
Hall; IPAF technical
& safety executive
Chris Wraith;
Loxam Access
managing director
Brian Stead

Safety – the journey continues
Our Big Debate brings together industry experts to grapple with the most important issues in the world of MEWPs.
This year we tackle a fundamental question: do we care enough about safety?Andrew Gaved chairs the debate
AG So, do we really care enough about
safety? Everybody talks about it, but are
we practising what we preach and can
we improve it?
DH The UK construction industry has
been proactive with its approach to
safety and training.Take secondary
guarding, for example. In the UK it’s
practically a requirement. In Europe
that’s not the case, yet there is no
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discernible difference in the way that
MEWPs are used. When Skyjack
launched its secondary guarding
options, the emphasis was on the view
that there was no one solution to meet
all needs – that the choice was down to
the user against the background of a
risk assessment. It would be interesting
to understand the different approaches.
Is it culture, or stronger health and

safety regulations, or the more active
role of contractors in the UK?
BS It is a combination of a couple of
factors, from my experience – and we
have colleagues in 14 countries now.
Firstly, there doesn’t seem to be quite
so much governance in health and
safety, and perhaps related to that,
there doesn’t seem to be the same
safety ethic. So in the UK, we have very

PAL Cards

good groups such as UKCG [UK
Contractors Group], which is tackling
health and safety at the point of work
and trying to force something back up
the supply chain. And then we have a
well-regulated Health and Safety
Executive where, regardless of one’s
opinion of the body, people are required
to take the standards on board.

UKCG

JL You make a valid point about the role

of UKCG, because HSE works closely
with them.They are able to take
forward certain things that HSE might
not be able to ask for specifically, but
which they can make mandatory on
their sites. Secondary guarding is a good
example. Whereas HSE would ask for a
risk assessment to be undertaken
rather than demanding specific
measures, the fitting of guarding has
been mandated by UKCG when
undertaking certain specified activities
on its sites. We work together very well
with a common agenda, rather than
the regulator leading.
CW How much authority does the
UKCG have to enforce its measures and
how much is it the individual
contractor? Because we see things in
its toolkit that have yet to filter down
to some sites.
JL There is an expectation that the
individual members should be enforcing
what has been set out.They have a huge
amount of power in UK construction
and they use it to very good effect.
BS I think the real safety problems lie

Andrew Gaved
chaired the debate

with the sites of contractors who aren’t
members of UKCG, where the safety
standards aren’t being enforced. I don’t
think it is quite ‘white van man’, but it
is the smaller firms, maybe those with
one to five employees, who operate in
an unregulated unstructured
environment. The sort who aren’t so
proactive with safety but who think
their PAL Cards are enough to make
them safe – the sort who think they
can then go on site without any kind of
a risk assessment or method statement
because they are “only clearing out
gutters”. This is even though the job
has got the same level of risk as it
would be on a full construction site,
because it is essentially performing the
same task. People still have to be
aware of the ground conditions and
the potential movement around the
machine, but it seems to be an
attitude of ‘drive up, operate and drive
on’. That is the area we have got to
grasp control of.

BS We won’t hire a machine to
someone who doesn’t have a PAL Card.
That unfortunately is not the position
of everybody in the industry. But even
then, there is no guarantee that the
person who is actually operating on
the site has got a card.
DH Does he actually have to show the
card, like when you show your driving
licence when picking up a hire car?
BS If they are picking up the machine
they have to show the PAL Card,yes. If
it’s a vehicle mount, they also have to
show that they have the appropriate
authorisation to drive, including
insurance. But most of the time we will
be delivering the machine to a site, and
then we don’t know who will be
operating it.We have no control over it,
until such time as smartcard technology
becomes the norm on all machines.
CW IPAF, together with UK members,
formulated good practice guidance for
rental companies and contractors. The
more companies that adhere to that as
a template, the better safety will get.
AG UKCG works by taking a top-down
approach to safety and it filters down
the supply chain. But are there similar
approaches among the bodies for firms
outside of this?
BS I think the MEWP industry can help
with banging the drum. What also
works with UKCG is they can help drive
change – with secondary guarding, for
instance, thanks to UKCG’s good efforts,
over a period of 10 to 15 years, secondary
guarding won’t be an issue for anyone
to worry about in the UK, because it will
be fitted to all the machines. But there
will be a long time lag till it is on all
machines.And it won’t stop people
trying to bypass these systems. But, to
the best of my knowledge, there is no
clear forum that would cover the mass
hire of machines outside of the UKCG. I
would like to think that a subcontractor
coming to work on a UKCG site would
take on the same standards, but
perhaps that is just a pipe dream.
JL I think that with UKCG it goes very
efficiently down through its supply
chain, but outside of that remit, I think
that is where the problem comes.
DH I personally think that the Strategic
Forum for Construction Plant MEWP
Safety Group has been a good thing,
because it has allowed the contractors,
hirers and manufacturers – and the
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The big debate

regulators – to see it from the other
parties’ perspective. Getting those things
out on the table and then working on
them together has been useful, such as
secondary guarding. It is when people
are felt to be making an arbitrary
decision that the problems start.

Drawing in the end users

BS I think this is something that IPAF
can have a role in. In my opinion, the
courses that are aimed at end users are
not adequately taken up by those who
they are designed for and some of that
is because they don’t see the benefit.
We don’t draw them in enough. Some of
that is because of the commercial
realities – if you are attending a course,
you are not earning money – but I think
there must be ways we can attract
people. I attended an event on ground
conditions with HSE and Working Well
Together,which was really wellattended.There were probably more
than 200 people and people in a position
to influence.And it was free. Perhaps we
need more open events for IPAF to
attract that end of the market.
JL I think you are absolutely right and
it goes across the piece for all work at
height, not just powered access.The
supply chain feeding the big
contractors get to the information but
there remains a group of people who
are extremely difficult to reach and the
question is, how do we get that safety
message across? There are people who
want to get it right, but who simply
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haven’t received the message yet.That
is our challenge, to reach those people.

Driving change from the client

AG And what about the customer of
the sites – like the local authorities –
making them aware of what is
expected in terms of safety? Because
that is another way to drive change.
The guy in the van will then be under
no illusions as to what a city council or
whoever wants.
JL I think education of clients and
those who procure the work is another
route, yes.
DH It is maybe more those sites where
there aren’t formal tenders or things
like that – back to the guttering
example, for instance – which are the
ones to reach.
JL For scaffolding, now there is a
protocol where if a scaffold company
has to put up scaffold on the highway,
the local authority can refer to the
protocol, which covers things such as
lighting and gantries. That is
something that the MEWP industry
could think about perhaps – producing
something that will help the client,
such as a checklist, and HSE’s new
information sheet GEIS6 should help
with this.
BS Safety on the highway is an
important area – there is definitely a
tendency for certain customers to try to
avoid applying for a permit by insisting
the work is done at four in the morning.
But at that time of the morning, the

Justine Lee:
‘There are people
who want to get it
right, but who
simply haven’t
received the
message yet.
That is our
challenge,
to reach those
people’

operator is less likely to be expecting an
obstacle; he probably isn’t as alert as he
will be at other times of the day.And it
is dark. So you are actually increasing
the likelihood of an incident.The cost of
traffic management and the time factor
involved puts a pressure on rental
companies to supply the machines at
silly times and without checking that
there is traffic management in place.
A professional hire company will ask to
see it, and not do the job without one.
But unfortunately there are often those
who aren’t so professional who will do
it anyway.
CW We know that we will see the same
accidents again, where they haven’t
cordoned the road off, or someone has
gone through the cones because of
inadequate warning and guiding.
What is interesting, now that IPAF has
got stats in place, is that we see the
same type of accidents occurring year
in and year out. We don’t seem to be
learning the lessons.

Priority areas

AG Are there sectors that are really bad
for safety at height?
BS For me it is the jobbing builder, the
‘property maintenance’ people who do
everything, particularly when it
involves roofing. They are quite good
with going up, but they effectively use
the MEWP as a ladder and get out on a
fragile roof and fall through.
JL About half the fatal falls from
height are people who fall through
fragile materials and they are people
who have gone up for short duration
jobs, to do a quick repair or to survey
something.
AG Presumably they could have stayed
in the basket if they had used a MEWP
with the appropriate outreach.
JL Yes, or they could have approached it
from underneath in a MEWP.
Replacing of rooflights is a massive
issue but it can be done from the safety
of a basket. Instead they get on the roof.
AG Low-level access is an area. IPAF’s
historic focus has been on the bigger
kit, but now there is a lot of demand
for machines at the lower levels.
BS In terms of demand, it is the fastest
growing area, and I guess in terms
of number of accidents too, if not
severity. The risk is from back injuries
from trying to push the smaller
platforms around.

Tree surgery – a secTor ThaT needs reaching
CW An aspect that is causing concern is objects
falling into the basket and causing injury, or worse
catapulting out the operator, in areas such as
dismantling structures and arboriculture.
BS Tree surgeons are a large customer sector and
it is an area we have to be most focused on getting
it right – because you are working in a basket with
confined space, you have highly dangerous
machinery such as the chainsaw. You would
normally like a wide safe area with such
machinery but you can’t because the operative is
in the basket. Normally you would not want to
work from underneath, but you can’t always avoid
that because trees are not designed in an ideal
way to be pruned from above. And another
thing about trees is that they aren’t always
on stable ground.
JL But presumably a much safer way to do it than
using ropes?
BS It is safer, but it is not free of risk.
AG Are the customers in this sector, in your
experience, aware of all the risks?
BS They are aware of the risk of using the
chainsaw, but they sometimes express surprise
that our operator believes he is safer not being in
the basket on some tasks. Also the operator

CW i think the accident stats will

show that there have been more
accidents at low heights than from
significant heights. Because perhaps
those working at the greater heights
are more appreciative of the risks.
BS The other issue is drivers getting
injured trying to unload or manhandle
them, because you should really be
using a tail-lift to get them on site,
rather than a low loader or beavertail.
CW unloading becomes more of an
issue on congested city sites,where
deliveries have to take place on the road.
JL it is fine to do it, but it must be
properly planned and supervised and
that’s where the whole thing can fall
apart. it is the customer’s responsibility
that there is somewhere for it to be
delivered safely, not the hire company’s.
CW it is in the MeWPs for Managers
course but it is an area where we
need to provide more information
and guidance.
BS For a hire company like us, MeWPs
for Managers is absolute core business
but it isn’t so for the jobbing builder.
The more we can deliver modules,
e-learning and the like, the better.

needs adequate safety equipment too – it is not
just the guy holding the chainsaw who needs the
right leggings, it is everyone. We are very strict on
that. A high proportion of our ‘discussions’ are
around those risks. I believe it is not a regulated
industry in that respect. Most of the customers
are one-, two- or three- person operations; and on
top of that, they are used to working with a high
degree of risk, because until quite recently they
would have been using ropes. So often they just
want to hire a 20 m self-drive because they are
not aware of all the factors. They will drive it onto
grass and not realise the risks. They will tend to
use significantly sized trucks, or a 3.5-tonne
chassis if they self-drive, or a spider boom. And
with all three, if you are operating them on soft
ground you run the risk of overturning or falling
from the machine.
DH That’s because they don’t understand the
implications of ground conditions, I suppose?
BS Absolutely. At the Working Well Together
meeting I mentioned earlier, I was quite alarmed
at some of the questions. And that was from what
you might call the more educated level of
management.
CW Should IPAF be targeting new sectors such as

HVAC [heating, ventilating and air conditioning]
and landscaping?
BS An event such as Assessing The Risk aimed at
those sorts of people would work well because I
think we are doing well with the other half.
JL We do need to look beyond construction;
that is why we want to expand our information
sheet about MEWPs to other sectors, such as
agriculture.
AG The challenge for IPAF, as for this publication,
is to keep reaching beyond construction.
CW IPAF has worked with the Arboriculture
Association and continues to do so.
JL Is there some sort of refresher training for these
sorts of people that the MEWPs side could be tied in
with? Such as when they go for chainsaw training?
CW But training isn’t the only answer; it is about
education and about management too. The use of
MEWPs in this sector has continued to grow
consistently in recent years.
IPAF collaborated with the Arboriculture
Association to produce guidance on Safe
Use of Mobile Elevating Work Platforms in
Arboriculture, which can be purchased at
www.trees.org.uk/publications

David Hall and
Brian Stead

if they can do it around the champions
League or whatever, that will appeal
to them.
BS one of the key things about getting
the issues across is to make it simple.
The four-page guidance will get much
more readership than the 105-page one.
CW if we do publish guidance, it must
be short and sharp. The guy who we
have identified as having a problem is
not going to have a health and safety
manager to read it for him.

Changing practice

CW The biggest causes of accidents are

overturning and falling from height
but people don’t seem to change
practice to avoid them, even when
they know what causes the accidents.

as the machines get heavier and
increase in size – up to 180 or 185 ft
now – it becomes even more vital to
assess the load on those wheels.
BS The load can change after you have
set it up, too.
DH risks can be quite different
between smaller and larger units.
JL if you can show people visual
evidence of the bad practice, that is good
– the photos of what can go wrong can
speak volumes.a lot of people genuinely
think it won’t happen to them.
DH i think familiarity can breed
contempt – i wonder whether there is
any correlation between the length of
service and the accidents?
CW in the three fatalities i have been
involved in investigating, the victims
had all been trained, and were
experienced operators, but there was a
common factor – they were all under
time pressures.
BS To me it doesn’t matter whether it
is contract labour or staff – the
essential factor is you have to be
properly trained.There will always be
time constraints due to commercial
pressures.as long as you assess
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The big debate
the benefits of
accident reporting
CW IPAF’s UK rental members have
mandated that all their firms should
record all accidents and lost-time injuries
to their staff on the IPAF accident
database at ipaf.org/accident. As a result,
we are getting data on the risks for the
engineers and delivery drivers. It has
highlighted that they both frequently
have accidents. Engineers have fewer
accidents than drivers but they have more
injuries. One of the frustrating things is
that I have invited contractors to supply
their MEWP accidents on many occasions,
but despite the UKCG mandating it, the
response has been poor – fewer than five
contractors are reporting to the database,
and then not on a regular basis. Until we
can get that data, we cannot know what
the true scale of the problems is.
BS The issue is that contractors want to
maintain their zero-harm accident
statistics. They often differentiate
themselves on it and submitting incidents
to the database, however secure it might
be, risks ruining their records.
CW I was talking to one contractor who
said that they report every incident and
near-misses too, but then this risks
getting them penalised when it comes to
tendering, as it is no longer a zero score.
JL Near-miss data can be so useful for
painting a picture of the risks – it is a
missed opportunity.
BS The secondary guarding issue first
came up because UKCG had noticed a
frequency of crushing injuries. They took it
on board and did something about it. No
one would say it was a cure-all, but over
time it will probably reduce the number of
incidents. If we are not reporting
accidents and near-misses, we are just
shooting in the dark on reducing them.
CW The contractors know the data
because they have to sign it off, so it is a
shame that they don’t share it. After
that, it is about approaching people
individually and ensuring their trust, that
it is managed confidentially.
JL There is only so much that is required to
be reported under law and there is already
significant under-reporting under
RIDDOR. We would love to see more
reporting of accidents, but people are
already suspicious of reporting to the HSE.
As the regulator, we can only go so far. But
we can act on information brought to us.
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DH sometimes though, an earlier

Chris Wraith:
‘We can do more.
Until there are
no accidents’

indication would be useful to avoid the
problem recurring.

Technology – friend or foe?
CW is there anything that the

properly and operate according to the
method statement, you will probably
do things more quickly than otherwise.
JL i wonder whether in light of the
current skills shortage across the
industry, the lack of experience has an
effect on the accident rate too.

Improving machine quality

BS it is not just the operators on the

job site – if we are not careful, the
shortage of engineering skills may
lead to machines that are not
maintained to the right standard
either. i see a massive demand for
engineering in powered access and the
resource isn’t there. We need to improve
the quality of machines.the food
standards agency is able to walk into
any factory, and i would welcome the
hse having the right to do the same to
any hire company.
AG but there would have to be an
accident before hse investigated,
wouldn’t there?
JL effectively yes, as we have to use our
resources as effectively as possible.
DH sometimes it is hard to prove
whether the machine went out in the
right condition. some of these guys are
very skilled in getting round the
systems. i know of some contractors
who have told their staff that if they
find that someone has changed the
safety setting or done something to a
machine that makes it more
dangerous, then they will be sacked.
DH but sometimes it takes a long time
for the hse to get back to the industry
with a meaningful response after an
accident.
JL the answer to that, without
referring to specifics, is that we can’t
go out into the public domain with
anecdotal evidence and we cannot
simply scare the industry, so we have
to be very measured. We have to do a
thorough investigation of the incident
– and that takes time.

technology can do to help with
accidents, in terms of being tamperproof, for instance?
DH there is a positive and a negative to
this.the positive is you could have a
system that helps prevent some of the
misuse, but the negative is a more
complicated machine would mean
more computer-driven elements for
the engineer to cope with – so we have
always leaned towards keeping the
machine simpler.
JL do you need that level of
sophistication? Most of the accidents
that occur appear to have quite obvious
causes, particularly when it comes to
overturning and ground conditions.
DH You are right, all the accidents i have
worked with all have had relatively
simple causes, and all the sophistication
in the world wouldn’t help.
BS i think there is a midpoint, though.
on the larger, more sophisticated
vehicle-mounts and on cranes there is
recording of the different movements,
and i don’t care if it is a bit more
expensive to buy, because it actually
reduces my overall costs in the long run.
the customer can’t say “it just broke”,
because we can tell what the
movements were.that sort of thing isn’t
massive computerisation,you can get
boxes that will cost around £500 and on
a bigger boom that isn’t much of a lift.
CW if you ask around the hire
companies, the tampering is a
significant issue.
BS this year i have already seen people
cutting the secondary guarding wires.

Summing up

AG so, are we doing enough for safety?
JL on the plus side, there are some

committed groups who will always
want to move the agenda forward and
to improve safety.
BS i think we have established that
construction is generally doing a good
job but there are other areas we need
to tackle. and we need to ensure that
the responsibility moves all the way
up the chain from the operator.
CW i think we can always do more.
Until there are no accidents. n
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Contractors

Safer work at height by design
Members of major contractors’ body the UKCG have been proactive on achieving safer work at height with MEWPs
and say that architects should take powered access into consideration during the design process. Greg Pitcher reports

M

ajor contractors want
designers to take more
consideration of the
capabilities of powered
access equipment.
David Lambert, head of health and
safety at trade body the UK
Contractors Group, says it is time to
think about powered access in the
same way as cranes when designing
buildings. His comments come in a
wide-ranging interview about the
safety issues surrounding mobile
elevating work platforms, which are
becoming ever more prevalent on
construction sites.
Mr Lambert and Interserve
Construction managing director Ian
Renhard say MEWPs are often safer
than previous ways of working at
height, but that they must still be used
by the right people for the right task.
This is an issue for everyone in the
supply chain to consider, they add.
“I would like to see designers think
a little bit more about how these
platforms are used,” says Mr Lambert.
“I’m not sure they have caught up with
how these are used in installation.
“Designers could be thinking of
access, and about size and shape of

components, and making sure these
can be more easily handled in
conjunction with this sort of
equipment. It is a buildability issue
but one we rarely hear covered. Of
course, contractors can help make
designers aware.”
Mr Lambert says the move from fixed
ladders and scaffolds to powered access
for a range of construction jobs at height
has been a huge safety improvement –
but it has led to new challenges.
“The technology developed and the
management of that technology had
to develop with it,” he says.
“With more readily available
powered access equipment, the risk
increases of people without
appropriate training using it.”
Mr Renhard says training of site
managers, powered access operators
and ground engineers all has to be
spot-on to ensure there are no
dangerous gaps in understanding how
the systems work.
Ground conditions are a big factor
that need to be taken into
consideration before using a powered
access machine.
“This equipment is as dependent on
ground conditions as a mobile crane,”

Left: David Lambert
Right: Ian Renhard
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says Mr Lambert. “The loads can be
every bit as high.”
Mr Renhard agrees: “There is
sometimes a reliance on the
appearance of the ground. You need to
ensure that the ground has the right
bearing capacity for the machine that’s
going to be used.
“Most crane lifts are well thought-out,
with the ground prepared. With a
MEWP, there is an opportunity to just
drive up and commence work at height.”

Good management

The UKCG supports the IPAF MEWPs for
Managers training course, which gives
site managers and planners an overview
of all the issues involved with using
powered access machinery on a project.
“It comes back to the importance of
planning, knowing the capabilities of
equipment, making the right selection,
taking into account ground conditions
and knowing where to use certain
machines,” says Mr Lambert.
IPAF’s PAL+ training is
recommended for UKCG members
undertaking high-risk activities such as
operating MEWPs in congested areas
and for steel erection.
On top of these training courses, the
UKCG last December published a
strategic toolkit in conjunction with
IPAF that sets out how powered access
should be used.
“We identified it as an area where
there needed to be clear guidance, and
we’ve used our ability to speak for the 30
per cent of the industry our members
cover to establish standards,” says Mr
Lambert.
“If something is to go wrong with
powered access machinery, the
outcomes are likely to be serious.”
Mr Renhard adds that complacency
is the biggest threat on site.
“The risk with MEWPs is that people
think they have a safe option before they
start,” he says. “It’s about making sure
you plan the work, the ground conditions
are correct, the equipment is correct and

it’s being operated by trained staff.”
Mr Lambert adds: “You still see, at
the smaller end of the industry, a
builder with the best of intentions who
goes off to do some work, for example,
on a chimney on a domestic property
but does not realise the issues
associated with using that equipment.”
Mr Lambert says the UKCG does not
mandate a single approach, but
encourages its members to make risk
assessments and use common sense.
“We have an expectation that our
members will follow the guidance
and implement the standards in a
way that’s proportionate and
appropriate to the risks on a project,”
he says. “Clearly there’s a world of
difference between the Shard and a
single-storey shed.”
He believes that the UKCG’s work on
standards will also have a wider effect,
spreading best practice beyond just the
big players and on towards other
contractors and suppliers.
“We are committed to raising
standards across the industry
through our members. There is an
element of trickle-down and also, with
fluidity of labour, people move in and

out of projects and take standards
with them.”
Mr Renhard believes it is important
to embed the standards for MEWPs,
since he sees the use of powered
access growing further, even to the
extent of taking more work from the
traditional scaffolding arena.
“Technology is playing an
increasing part in the industry
and powered access is part of that,”
he says. “I think we will see more
operations where we are taking
risk out. One of the risks you get
with scaffold is putting it up in
the first place.
“I think we’ll see powered access
built into buildings as they are put
up. Sometimes MEWPs that will be
used in maintenance of buildings
are being put in early to help with
the construction. It makes both
stages safer.”

Recovery challenge

Training has not dropped off during
the economic downturn, according to
the UKCG, although the recovery
brings its own challenges.
“One of the issues coming out of

the recession is the way people
move around the industry,” says
Mr Lambert.
“As the number of available
machines is increasing, so is the risk
of someone being trained on one
piece of equipment and being
confronted with a different type.”
Good operator training coupled
with professionally delivered
familiarisation can overcome the
problem, but people need to know to
ask for both.
As well as all the guidance and
training for contractors, powered
access manufacturers are being
involved in improving safety.
“One of the risks is an operator
being trapped against equipment
controls, so we’ve seen the advent of
secondary guarding to eliminate
that,” says Mr Renhard.
Overall, the UKCG believes powered
access safety practice across the vast
majority of UK construction sites is
now very good.
“Complacency is the biggest
concern,” says Mr Renhard. “You
need to stay alert and aware of
everyday risks.” n
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Proper planning and
management, good
operator training
and professionally
delivered
familiarisation are
needed on all sites
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Harnesses

Harnesses – exercising restraint
Thanks to the success of IPAF’s Clunk Click campaign, awareness of the need to wear a harness and lanyard in boomTechnical
Guidanceto
Note
type MEWPs is greater than ever. IPAF’s Chris Wraith gives
advice onGuidance
when, where and what type of
fall protection
use
Technical
H1/08/12 on:

Booms – Static (1b) and mobile
(3b) type MEWPs

It is now widely accepted and enforced
that you must wear and attach some
kind of personal fall protection
equipment (PFPE) in all boom-type
MEWPs (static boom 1b and mobile
boom 3b type machines).
Anyone failing to wear suitable fall
protection equipment at all times
when in a boom-type MEWP is not
acknowledging the potentially high
risk of being catapulted out of the
platform or the possibility of not being
in a position to avoid violent
movement of the platform.
IPAF’s worldwide fatal accident data
for the 33 months since January 2012
show 85 per cent of the 35 fatal falls
recorded involved a boom-type MEWP
and were due to climbing or reaching
over the hand rails or to unexpected
and sudden movement of the platform
caused by one of the following:
• Driving the MEWP over uneven
surface;
• The MEWP structure being hit by
obstacle or vehicle;
• Incorrect use of platform;
• Unintentional movement of the
platform.
There is a small minority who do
not wear personal fall protection in a
boom-type MEWP, hiding behind the
excuse that they do not know what
type of equipment they should use, or
claiming they cannot find a harness
large enough to fit.
Any type of recognised person fall
protection equipment (PFPE) is better
than none at all. But that is not an
excuse for not using the correct PFPE
and eliminating/minimising the risk
of a fall resulting in injury. Moreover,
extra-large harnesses are readily
available to fit even the most
generously proportioned person.

Verticals – Static (1a) and mobile
(3a) type MEWPs
There is a possibility that an operator
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Fall Protection in Mobile
Elevating Work
Platforms
Boom Type Platforms
When working from a boom type
Mobile Elevating Work Platform
(MEWP), it is strongly recommended
that a full body harness with an
adjustable lanyard be used to
provide work restraint. The lanyard
should be adjusted to be as short as
possible and may contain an energy
absorbing device.
This includes Static Booms (1b) and
Mobile Booms (3b).

Vertical Lifts
It is not normally necessary for personnel working from a
vertical lift to wear fall protection equipment, other than in
exceptional circumstances.
This includes Static Verticals (1a), Mobile Verticals (3a), Push
Around Verticals (PAV) and Mast Climbing Work Platforms
(MCWP).
Right: IPAF
recommends that a
full body harness
with an adjustable
lanyard be used to
provide work
restraint

The need for a fall protection system will be the outcome of a
job specific risk assessment undertaken prior to work
commencing and taking into consideration the manufacturer’s
operators’ manual.
can be ejected out of any work
platform. However, due to the absence
of the extendable boom structure and
details
elimination of theMore
“catapult
effect” see
(www.ipaf.org/clunkclick), the
likelihood of this occurring is far less
when working from a vertical lift (1a
and 3a type machines).

In the majority of cases,when
operators are working in a stationary
vertical MEWP (1a and 3a), the platform
overleaf
or toe board may be
guardrails and
sufficient fall protection to demonstrate
conformity with the Work at Height
Regulations 2005 7.1.a. In many such
cases, the requirement to use further

www.ipaf.org

personal fall protection (PFP) measures
and attaching a restraint lanyard may
not be necessary.
A task-specific risk assessment
helps identify where different jobs
may require different safe working
practices. Fall prevention solutions
should be customised to the work to
be performed and the vertical MEWP
to be used. For example, driving over
uneven surfaces, using high pressure
hoses or reaching beyond the hand
rails over a void may increase the risk
of a fall and identify the need for
further PFP measures.

The harness and lanyard

Where a need for personal fall
protection is identified, a restraint
belt is not recommended as this
would not support the body should
the platform unexpectedly tilt, or
some other type of incident occur
that ejects the wearer from the
platform and leaves them suspended.
The lack of support to the body and
the concentrated forces applied to the
abdomen would significantly
increase any risk of serious injury.
Recently published HSE guidance
General Information Sheet 6 (GEIS 6)
states: “The preferred option is to
stop the person falling from the work
platform by using a work restraint
system. A work restraint system
should normally consist of a full-body
harness (BS EN 361) connected to a
lanyard (BS EN 354) which is
connected to an anchor point on the
MEWP basket.”
It continues: “From the anchor
point, the lanyard length should be
short enough to prevent a person
reaching a position where they could
fall. The lanyard may contain an
energy-absorbing device (BS EN 355),
but should still only be used as part of
a work restraint system.”
The reason an energy-absorbing
device (shock absorber) may be
included in a work restraint system
is that the minimum force taken to
deploy any shock absorbing device
designed to BS EN 355 is 2KN (ie
approximately 200 kg force). Thus
under normal restraint use, where
the lanyard prevents the user from
getting into a position in which a fall
can occur, the shock-absorbing
device will never have enough

force applied to cause it to extend.
It should be noted that the GEIS 6
guidance continues: “Do not use
retractable-type fall arresters (BS EN
360) unless they are suitable and have
been specifically tested in the
proposed manner of use.”
The obvious reasoning for this is
that where the retractable lanyard is
allowed to extend to a distance where
the wearer could fall, they are no
longer using a work restraint system.
As such, there is an increased risk of a
fall resulting in injury and requiring
the need to formulate a plan for rescue
of a suspended person(s) from height.

Inspection

UK legislation (Personal Protective
Equipment at Work Regulations 1992
and Work at Height Regulations 2005)
requires PFPE to be kept in good repair
and inspected at suitable intervals
dependent on use and exposure to
contamination.
Such an inspection regime should
include: pre-use checks, detailed
inspections (dependent on use but at
least every six months in accordance
with BS 8437:2005 + A1:2012 Code of
practice for selection, use and
maintenance of personal fall
protection systems and equipment for
use in the workplace and,where
appropriate, interim inspections.
Further information about harness
and lanyard inspection can be found
in HSE guidance INDG367 Inspecting
fall arrest equipment made from
webbing or rope.

Where to attach to

Lanyards should only be attached to
the designated anchor point inside
the platform as indicated by the
manufacturer, and not as is often
seen, to other points on the rails of
the platform.
European MEWP design standard
EN 280:2013 requires each anchorage
point:
• To be marked with “Restraint only”
(by words or symbol);
• To be capable of withstanding a
static force of 3 kN (300 kg force).

Working over or near water

There is a significant and potential
risk of ejection from a boom-type
MEWP if not wearing suitable PFPE.

Dependent on the distance of fall on
to water, the impact can be like
falling onto a concrete surface.
Applying the principle of risk
assessment (Regulation 3) and
hierarchy of control (Regulation 4)
contained in the Management of
Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999 should lead management to
consider not using any MEWP where
there is a risk of machine overturn
resulting in the platform falling into
water. Far better they address the
overturn hazard to prevent the MEWP
from becoming unstable.
GEIS6 offers similar guidance and
states: “Working next to, or over water
must be assessed to identify whether
the greatest risk of injury to the
operator is from falling from the
MEWP basket or drowning if the
MEWP falls into the water.The
decision can then be made as to
whether it is most appropriate to
wear a harness to address the fall risk
or whether a harness should not be
worn due to the risk of drowning. Life
jackets, not harnesses, should be worn
where there is a risk of drowning.”

Problems with mandating the
use of PFPE

It is widely acknowledged that the
selection and use of PFPE is a matter
of task-specific risk assessment – a
fact supported by the HSE and
recognised by some manufacturers in
their operator manuals. However,
there are some manufacturers,
managers and safety professionals
that recommend the use of a full
body harness and lanyard in all
scissor-type machines. This
unfortunately leads to confusion and
possible misuse of appropriate PFPE.
Mandating such a policy does not
give consideration to the fact that a
correctly adjusted restraint lanyard
will restrict operator movement in
larger vertical-type MEWPs, or
prevent the wearers safely
performing their work tasks or
encouraging them to lengthen the
lanyard, which may then introduce a
trip hazard to themselves and others
in the platform.
Further guidance on fall protection
in MEWPs can be found in IPAF
technical guidance note H1/08/12,
at www.ipaf.org/clunkclick n
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Above: the symbol
for a designated
anchor point used
by the majority of
manufacturers
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An inspector reflects
As regulatory inspector Joy Jones hands over her leadership of the Construction Sector Safety Team to Ray Cooke
and moves to another HSE post of operations development manager, she looks back on her work with MEWPs

M

y introduction to strategic
MEWP issues was
challenging – I was faced
with controversy over one
global contractor’s insistence upon the
use of shrouds or trip wires on
MEWPs, to prevent sustained
involuntary operation of controls.
I embarked on a steep and rapid
learning curve to understand the
issues and the key parties in the
industry, so as to find a way through
the frustration and hostility that I
was sensing.
There were no easy answers to the
issues that were being raised and I
wanted to encourage a collaborative
problem-solving approach. So, under
the auspices of the Strategic Forum
for Construction Plant Safety Group,
expertise was drawn from
manufacturers, hire companies,
contractors, workers and others to
build on the improvements already
brought about by the widespread
use of MEWPs to allow safe work
at height. I wanted change to be
understood and agreed rather
than imposed.
The most significant output from
that group to date has been the
guidance on preventing crushing
injuries, which has been taken up on a
global scale, largely thanks to IPAF’s
reach. A recent review of the
document confirmed that it remains
fit for purpose and that in itself is
testament to the value of a
collaborative/supply chain approach.
The MEWP Safety Group continues
to tackle difficult issues collaboratively
– this is no mean feat in an industry
driven by contract and allocation of
liability.There are other less tangible
benefits, which stem from the
approach, not least the current
willingness of manufacturers to
consider areas for continuous
improvement, particularly in the
design of the person/machine interface.
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Manufacturers have recently agreed to
be involved in ground-breaking HSEsponsored research on the human
factor elements of machine design.
This will provide a sound basis for
improvement in design of all machines,
not just MEWPs.

Looking to the future

So as I move onto pastures new,
I thought I would offer readers a
wishlist for the future for MEWPs:
1. That the dialogue between
different parties and collaborative
working continues to grow, trust is
enhanced and everyone can point to
specific examples of improvement
resulting from working together.
2. That manufacturers increase their
knowledge and understanding of how
their machines are used (and abused)
and design them around predictable
human behaviour rather than making
the operator fit the machine.
3.That manufacturers strive to build

machines that are as safe as possible
and exceed the minimum
requirements set out in the harmonised
European standard – and that users
(customers) support this approach.
4. That the IPAF incident reporting
system grows and matures to a point
where it can direct priorities.
5. That investigations into accidents
involving MEWPs establish root
causes rather than concluding
‘operator error’.
6. That take-up of the IPAF MEWPs
for Managers course continues to grow.
7. That everyone in the supply chain
understands that MEWPs are a very
effective and safe method for
conducting safe temporary working at
height, as long as users implement
sensible management controls.
I have enjoyed working with the
MEWP sector and wish everyone the
very best in your future endeavours.
You may not see me around in future,
but I will be watching. n
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PAL+

PAL+ takes off
There has been a steady take-up of training up to the PAL+
standard as safety-conscious contractors discover its benefits

T

he PAL+ training course,
introduced about two years ago,
could be compared to the
advanced driving test for
motorists: it isn’t required by many
employers – with your ‘standard’ PAL
operator’s card under your belt, you are
qualified to the satisfaction of virtually
all potential clients to operate any of
the machines listed on the card – but
for those who do require it, it’s really
important demonstration of
advanced skills.
PAL+ is designed to demonstrate to
clients that the holder has the skill
and knowledge needed to carry out the
most challenging powered access
manoeuvres in high-risk
environments.
The course is, naturally, aimed at
industries in which MEWP operation
is both complicated and potentially
risky. So it’s no great surprise to
discover that a few specific industry
sectors seem to be driving the take-up
of PAL+.
One such sector is steel erecting.
“You’re working in three dimensions
with obstacles surrounding you and a
high risk of collision,” explains Darren
Verschuren, director of training
company ALS Safety.
Similarly, the specialised business of
safety-netting on construction
projects has found the PAL+ course
especially useful.
“We’ve had quite a few airlines
asking for it too,” says Mr Verschuren,
“though that’s probably less to do with
safety and more to do with the cost of
accidental damage!”
Last year we spoke to Mr
Verschuren, who was running the
PAL+ course at the firm’s
Bracknell facility.
He said then that take-up of the
course, just a few months after its
launch, had been steady but slow. So a
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year later we have returned to ALS to
see if the take-up had improved.
“It’s definitely caught on – probably
better than we’d hoped,” says Mr
Verschuren. “There’s been a steady
take-up in the past 12 months but I
still think it’s early days,” he adds.
Some of the demand has, of course,
been stimulated by the sheer increase

Focus PAL+ training
is specific to each
type of MEWP

in construction workloads. But Mr
Verschuren believes the main driver is
probably the health and safety
concerns of employers.

Specific training

Like the original PAL course, PAL+
training is specific to each type of
MEWP. You might expect the big
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PAL+
satisfied customers

high-rise boom-lifts, rough-terrain
scissors or self-propelled articulating
booms to dominate the specification
here, but mr Verschuren says he has
delivered PaL+ training on all types
of machine.
“in my opinion it’s not the size of
the kit but the nature of the task that
determines the need,” he says. “a small
machine in a complicated enclosed
space is still very challenging.”
ironically, while falls from height
still account for the majority of serious
accidents and fatalities in
construction today, actually falling
from a mobile elevated platform is
relatively difficult (though not, of
course, impossible) these days. so long
as best practice is followed, harnesses
worn and hazards identified, working
from a meWP is one of the safest ways
of working at height.
“Height is almost irrelevant,” says
mr Verschuren. But there are other
risks, such as that of entrapment
beneath roof soffits or steel beams, a
danger which has become the focus of
much debate in recent years. this is
precisely the kind of hazard the PaL+
course is designed to address.
so who should enrol on the PaL+
course? “the obvious candidates are
defined by their trade,” says mr
Verschuren, which is why steel
erectors and netting installers lead the
field in signing up for PaL+.
the uK contractors Group, which
supported iPaf and collaborated in the
development of PaL+, has even pledged
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Clive Walton and Nathan Lewis set up their company, Rochesterbased National Installations, four years ago in the teeth of the
recession. Despite difficult trading conditions the business, which
specialises in steel erection on fuel station forecourts, has
thrived.
The work requires the frequent use of MEWPs, which National
Installations hires from local hire firms.
“I’ve been using scissor lifts and boomlifts for about 15 years,”
says Clive. “Back then we never had much training. You went up,
you came down, you watched a video, answered a few questions
and got your ticket.”
Things have changed a lot in those 15 years. And, Clive says, his
customers have been the driving force behind those changes.
“We do a lot of work for Kier, which was involved in the
development of the PAL+ course. Kier told us that this new
PAL+ was coming in and that it was a more intensive version
of the PAL course. It’s all to do with being aware of your
surroundings and being able to follow a method statement.”
At his client’s suggestion, Clive enrolled on one of the courses
run by ALS Safety. “It was quite clear to us that if we didn’t, we
weren’t going to get much more work from Kier.”
Not that Clive resents his client’s insistence on this extra
training: “I thought the course was absolutely brilliant. The
course is very detailed and IPAF produces all the supporting
material you need to work efficiently.
“We now download the maintenance-check forms from the
IPAF website and use them for our daily pre-checks.”
As a legitimate input cost, the course fee is reflected in the
prices quoted by National Installation when bidding for
contracts. The client (who, after all, made this a contract
requirement) is happy with that, says Clive.
National Installations has so far put four employees through
the PAL+ course, enough to ensure that each two- or three-man
gang has one member qualified to the advanced operator
standard.

to make it a requirement for steel
erectors and netting installers on
members’ sites.
“Personally i think it should be
based on need and not just the type of
task involved,” says mr Verschuren.
“for example, a team of electricians
might well need one member to carry
a PaL+ card because of the type of
work they’re doing. But they won’t all
need one.”
so far, aLs safety has trained
between 40 and 50 people for the PaL+
ticket. “it’s nothing like the number of
PaL courses we’ve run – and that’s
good. PaL+ was never intended to
replace the PaL qualification,” says
mr Verschuren. n

Smarter working
So long as best
practice is followed,
working from a
MEWP is one of the
safest ways of
working at height
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Loading and unloading

A load less danger for drivers
A project by IPAF’s UK members has highlighted that almost one-third of the accidents recorded by UK rental
companies involve delivery drivers. Former delivery driver, now technical officer for IPAF, Chris Wraith examines the facts

T

he majority of guidance on the
safe use of MEWPs focuses on
the user and how the machine
should be managed. With an
estimated one million deliveries or
collections of MEWPs annually in the
UK, delivery drivers play a vital role in
the success of any rental business.They
are one member of staff who visits
every site at least twice during a hire, to
deliver and to collect the MEWP.Any
accident involving drivers has the
potential to be serious – but may also
affect customer relations should it
occur on site.
Yet the delivery and collection of
MEWPs is often not given the
attention it deserves. It is seen by many
as a secondary operation, less
important than the actual hire and use
of the machine. In many companies,
transport is not a profitable part of the
rental business – but a part no rental
company can exist without. Many
companies only recover 60 to 70 per
cent of the true transport costs from
the customer.
This general lack of focus on the
whole of the “transport operation” is
one possible reason why many in the
industry incorrectly believe that
delivering and collecting of MEWPs is
a low-risk activity.
However, recent data collected from
IPAF UK rental company members
has prompted a re-evaluation of the
risk to delivery drivers. In January
2012, the IPAF UK Country Council
requested UK rental company
members to report MEWP-related
accidents involving their own staff to
the IPAF accident reporting database
at ipaf.org/accident. The success of
this initiative over the first 12 months
yielded some previously
unsubstantiated facts about the
commonality and type of accidents
rental company employees are having.
So significant were the findings that
the IPAF UK Country Council voted to
mandate the monthly reporting
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programme for all UK rental company
members from January 2013.

Increased risk

Further analysis of the first 20 months’
worth of data has highlighted that
drivers are involved in significantly
more incidents than other rental
company employees.
Of the 438 reported incidents, 138
involved delivery drivers, with nearly
60 per cent of all incidents happening
away from the company depot. This
data highlights the fact that no matter
how good safety is in the rental
company depot, the majority of
incidents occur out of the area
controlled by the employer. A key
indicator, if one were needed, that a
behavioural safety programme and a
positive safety culture are imperative,
especially for “mobile” employees.
Of the 138 reported incidents
involving delivery drivers, 63 resulted
in personal injury, of which 26 (41 per
cent) resulted in lost-time injuries,
with 8 incidents (13 per cent) resulting
in more than seven days’ absence.
Closer examination of the 63
reported incidents where driver injury
occurred revealed that injury was not
too severe, more through good luck
than good management, as many

Many in the industry
incorrectly believe
that delivering and
collecting MEWPs is
a low-risk activity

incidents had the potential to inflict
major injury. The main causes of the
more serious injuries were shown to be:
• Falls from height – mainly from the
vehicle body;
• Operating upper controls of scissor
while walking beside the machine,
resulting in severe bruising and/or
fractures of lower limbs;
• Manual handling – handling ramps,
securing chains, and manoeuvring
pusharound vertical machines (PAVs);
• Slips, trips and falls from same level –
site ground conditions.
A further 53 incidents involving
drivers, which resulted in damage to
machines, property or buildings, and
eight near-misses – all with potential to
cause injury, loss or damage – were
reported.This non-injury data raised
concerns as it not only highlighted a
significant amount of avoidable and
potentially expensive machine/property
damage, but also showed that many of
the incidents were very fortunate not to
have resulted in serious injury to the
driver and/or others.These include:
• Lost loads – dropping between ramps
when unloading, falling off side of the
lorry when loading/unloading and
unsecured load lost in transit;
• Instances of hitting/damaging
MEWP, lorry or structure (does not

Job role and number
of reported incidents

138 delivery driver
92 engineer
92 operator
59 site contractor
34 none
14 office/sales
5 third party
4 other
include road traffic accidents);
• Runaway machines – due to failure
to use the winch correctly or at all.
The information revealed by the
accident reporting project is being
used by IPAF to complete a thorough
review and update of its load/unload
course. The course is currently a oneday course specifically aimed at
drivers delivering MEWPs but the key
messages are relevant to anyone
managing or supervising this
operation and those loading or
unloading general types of plant.

Course delivery

Since the introduction of the
Certificate of Professional Competence
(CPC) requirements (EU Directive
2003/59/EC) for UK and European
drivers, IPAF training centres, who
have gained approval from the Joint
Approvals Unit for Periodic Training
(JAUPT) are now able to deliver the
load/unload course and other IPAF
courses, including the IPAF operator
course, as part of the CPC training
programme requirements.
With more than 1,200 people
holding a current IPAF load/unload

Location of
staff incidents

167 in the depot
161 on site
47 public road/area

Location of all incidents involving company staff
13% public road/area
43% on site
44% in the depot

Location of reported driver incidents

20% public road/area

Driver incident location

58 in the depot
50 on site
28 public road/area
qualification and training numbers
increasing by approximately 30 per
cent each year for the past three
years, it would suggest that many
rental companies now make the load/
unload course a mandatory
requirement for their own drivers,
agency drivers and external hauliers
that supply transport, thus further
professionalising the role of the
delivery driver.
As the management duties and
responsibilities for loading and
unloading on site are often
overlooked by some site
management, this subject is also
included in the IPAF MEWPs for
Managers course.
Through its Hirers’ Forum and the
Manufacturers’ Technical Committee,
IPAF is discussing with manufacturers
and rental companies how machine
and transport vehicle design
improvements can be developed.
IPAF is also facilitating a working
group specifically looking at the load/
unload activity.The group – made up
of industry representatives from
contractors, rental companies,
transport companies, enforcement

37% on site
43% in the depot

Duration of absence

13% more than seven
days’ absence
28% one to seven
days’ absence
59% first aid only

authorities and manufacturers – is
examining the delivery and collection
process to produce guidance for all
identified duty holders.
With approximately 1m MEWP
movements every year and an
average of 82 driver-related incidents
happening, there is a 1 in 12,278
chance that a load/unloading
incident will happen on your site.
The potential consequences of losttime injury, damage to equipment/
property, loss of company reputation
and business are such that the
industry must work together to
reduce the existing risk factors.
The rental companies, and the IPAF
UK Country Council, should be
congratulated for partaking in
the groundbreaking accident
reporting project which is providing
previously ignored, factual data that is
now helping to raise safety standards
and ensure employees not only work
safely but go home safe every day. n
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Secondary guarding

Safety from the top down
Those who manage the use of MEWPs must have the appropriate knowledge and expertise. This is the reason why more
than 4,800 managers and supervisors have attended IPAF MEWPs for Managers training during the past 32 months

R

ecords from IPAF show that
during the 32 months leading
up to September 2014, one
MEWP fatality in the UK was
caused by entrapment. During the past
12 months, there have been significant
moves to address this danger: official
recognition of the term “secondary
guarding”; revised guidance for the
selection of secondary guarding
devices; and introduction of new
devices by several manufacturers.
We should remind ourselves of the
management choices to minimise this
significant risk.

Managing risks
Responsibility
remains with
managers to
implement safe
working systems.
Guidance is
available at the
Publications section
of www.ipaf.org

Equipment selection

Selecting a MEWP with the right
operating characteristics can
substantially reduce the risk of
entrapment. Selection should be the
result of a comprehensive risk
assessment to identify the most
suitable machine for the task, taking
into account many factors including:
• Travel to and from the work area;
• Access to the work area;
• Work task(s) at height including the
risk of entrapment;
• Emergency rescue procedures.
MEWP selection should not be
determined predominantly on the
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Additional measures

availability of a secondary guarding
device. This may lead to overlooking
key design features, which could
enhance the safe use of the MEWP and
the safe completion of work at height.
Failing to take such factors into
consideration may well compromise
the safety of the operator.

Once the most suitable type of MEWP
has been selected for the work at
height task(s), consideration to further
reducing any foreseeable risk of
entrapment can be considered. This
may include selection of an additional
secondary device, but could equally
include other options such as provision
of a second person at the ground
station or in the platform as a look-out.
There are two main types of
secondary guarding device:
• Physical barrier(s) that offer differing
forms of protective structures;
• Pressure sensing device(s) that stop
further movement and activate audible
and visual warning devices (some are
more sophisticated).
Further information can be found in
the IPAF publication MEWPs –
Guidance on secondary guarding
devices available to reduce the risk of
entrapment injury.

Competences

Design advances

Essential reading

Anyone managing or supervising the
use of MEWPs should read and digest
one very informative document. In July
2010, IPAF worked with the Strategic
Forum for Construction Plant Safety to
produce Best Practice Guidance for
MEWPs: Avoiding Trapping/Crushing
Injuries to People in the Platform.This
provides comprehensive advice for
management (Part 1), and supervisors/
MEWP operators (Part 2).The Health &
Safety Executive highlights this as
essential guidance, which it frequently
uses as the template when conducting
site visits and investigation into
incidents involving MEWPs.

IPAF MEWPs for Managers training
programme during the past 32 months.

The appropriate skills, knowledge and
expertise are essential for anyone
working at height; even more so when
selecting individuals to operate a
MEWP in an area where an increased
risk of entrapment has been identified.
At the request of contractors, IPAF
recently developed PAL+, a one-day
category-specific training course
aimed at operators working in higher
risk or challenging environments.
It is not only the operator who must
be competent. It is widely accepted that
a large proportion of accidents are due
to poor planning and management
issues rather than operator error. Hence,
those who plan, supervise and manage
the use of MEWPs must have the
appropriate knowledge and expertise.
That is why more than 4,800 managers
and supervisors have attended the

MEWP manufacturers are engaged in a
never-ending challenge to build “safer”
machines, which has led to significant
advances in MEWP design and
standards. For this to continue we must
support the manufacturing industry,
share information and work together.
However, responsibility remains with
managers to plan and implement safe
working systems.Accidents can be
avoided if good practice is encouraged
and followed.The basis of preventing
trapping accidents must be task-, siteand equipment-specific risk assessment.
It is vital that we do not lose sight of the
fact that, when used safely, MEWPs
significantly reduce the risk of injuries
attributed to work at height.They save
time, make work at height more
efficient and can be safer than using
other traditional methods of access. n
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MCWPs

Recovery brings challenges
With more and more work taking place at height across the UK every day, the sector needs to ensure contractors
understand the benefits, and safety rules, of using MCWPs, say the experts in this specialist sector of powered access

T

he recovery in the construction
industry is driving demand for
mast climbing work platforms
(MCWPs) – and there is a better
understanding of the benefits of using
powered access to work at height than
ever. The challenge now is for the
MCWP sector to win back the favour of
contractors who turned to scaffolding
during the downturn.
“We believe MCWPs are safer,
quicker and can give a cost saving. But
the initial outlay can be more. Scaffold
companies were pricing themselves to
win work. We need to win that share
of the market back,” says Adrian
Bolton, construction sales manager for
Western Europe at equipment
manufacturer Alimak Hek.
There are safety benefits to MCWPs
over scaffolding, as well as productivity
gains, and it will often cause less
damage to a structure than fixing
scaffolding. But no one believes it will
be easy to tempt contractors away
from tube and fittings.“We will have
to actively fight to get the market
share back,” says Mr Bolton.
Steve McEwan, training manager at
Scot-Train in Glasgow, agrees. “People
have been using scaffolding because it
became cheap. Some scaffolding
companies were putting it up just to
get it out of the yard,” he says. “MCWP
suppliers had to buy the machines and
so they had to recover that cost.”
Mr McEwan notes it is quicker to
build a mastclimber for a 40 m-high
building than to put up scaffolding.
“Some of the new platforms have
safe working loads of above 3 tonnes,
which means a significant boost for
where they can be used,” he adds.
Alongside the campaign to increase
use of MCWPs, manufacturers and
suppliers have a battle to ensure the
machines aren’t used too much.That
may sound counter-intuitive, but it’s
because of concerns that MCWPs are
being used when they shouldn’t be.
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The Construction Plant-hire
Association’s Construction Hoist
Interest Group chair Kirsty ArchboldLaming says the body has noticed a
sudden increase in the use of MCWPs
in place of hoists. “I’m all for saving
[money] where possible but not at the
expense of health and safety,” she says.
“MCWPs are simple pieces of
equipment, with a suitable approach
for cladding, brickwork, external works
and so on, and I understand the need
for these. However, we have seen them
used as hoists for lifting men and
materials to open landings on
structures, with complete disregard for
safety measures such as landing gates,
bridges and edge protection.
The safety risks that are being taken
in some instances are considerable.
“We have seen people literally jump
from an MCWP into a building, pass
materials onto open landings, stand on
the handrails to reach further and so
on,” says Ms Archbold-Laming. “We
consider this to be extremely
dangerous.” She has proposed that
IPAF and the CHIG form a working
group to produce a guidance
document on the subject.

Better standards

Meanwhile, a standard is being created
for the use of transport platforms – a
commonly misused type of hoist –
by a group established under the
relevant European technical standards
committee. “This will help clarify the
position and distinguish transport
platforms from MCWPs,” says Mr
Bolton. “It will be clear what a supplier
is offering people and what they
can do with it.”
Mr McEwan insists responsibility
for safe use of MCWPs is on the
companies renting out the machines
as well as those using them.
“Suppliers need to make sure they
are giving the right machine for the
right application,” he says. “Transport

Clear benefits
MCWPs offer a safe
means of access
with time and
cost savings. You
can find more
about MCWPs and
training at www.
ipaf.org/mcwp

platforms are for taking materials in
and out, while MCWPs are about
getting men above ground height.
Contractors don’t always know what
they need so it is up to the supplier to
ask what kind of work they need doing.”
It will be down to suppliers to
explain the best use of the technology
to users, he says: “There are British
and European standards and they say
that a MCWP is not to be used as a
hoist to go in and out of the building
unless a risk assessment has taken
place and all alternatives evaluated.”
Mr McEwan is passionate about
what MCWPs can offer contractors,
and about ensuring they are used
safely and correctly. “We have trained
120 people this year; the same number
as we did in the whole of 2013,” he says.
“We need more people to understand
the capabilities of MCWPs as they still
only make up a tiny part of the access
industry. People need to understand
that these are not just for 100m-tall
buildings but also for two-storey
structures.They offer a safe means of
access with time and cost benefits and
often fewer ties than scaffolding. I am
excited that so many people are
coming to us interested in MCWPs.” n
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at how smooth the implementation of Syrinx was. We have been impressed with
the excellent project management and exemplary training backed up by excellent
support.” Alistair Jordan
“After a disastrous 3 months with our initial supplier we switched to Syrinx and within 1 day we
were up and running with all our plant information on the system. I would recommend Syrinx
again and again, it’s easy to use and the reporting is excellent. I can't thank Higher Concept
Software enough, they pulled out all the stops when we really needed them.” Ben James
“Syrinx is easy to use, self explanatory and yet sophisticated.” Ben Hirst

www.higherconcept.co.uk Tel: +44 (0) 118 956 9577
The UK’s market leading IPAF
training provider: issuing over
12,000 certificates each year.

Expert safety
training

With the largest national network of IPAF approved
training centres, Nationwide Platforms are
perfectly placed to deliver your training.
We offer a range of IPAF courses, from operator
training on every type of Mobile Elevanted Work
Platform (MEWP) to courses specifically designed
for supervisors and managers overseeing powered
access use and co-ordination.

0845 601 1032

To download our FREE iPhone App,
scan the QR code or search for
‘Nationwide Platforms’ on the
App Store

http://goo.gl/jWEmrz

Take advantage of our leading IPAF
training services available across the UK.
Scan the QR code to view or download
our full training prospectus today

http://goo.gl/n4Knym

International focus

Keeping pace with the UAE
The United Arab Emirates construction sector is growing quickly – and this brings with it challenges for safe operation
of MEWPs. Greg Pitcher talks to IPAF’s UAE members, who are ensuring the powered access boom is managed safely

L

ike much about the United Arab
Emirates, the powered access
market is evolving at pace. The
country’s construction industry
suffered heavily during the recent
global economic meltdown, but now
cranes dot the skyline once more,
thanks to its status as an investment
haven and Dubai’s position as host city
for the Expo 2020 world fair.
Importantly for powered access
users, this new wave of construction is
being conducted with a different
mindset. A more cautious, safetyconscious approach is being taken.
IPAF UAE country council chairman
Mark Robinson moved to Dubai three
years ago with supplier Rapid Access.
The firm, for whom he is now training
and innovations manager, set up in
the emirate in 1996 and Mr Robinson
has heard plenty of tales about the
crash.
“We had a peak in 2008/9 and then
demand dropped,” he says. “Building
projects were just stopped; people
would turn up for work and the gates
would be shut. Since 2012 the market
has started to look better and the
main impetus came last November
when Dubai won the Expo. That has
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Along with
an increase in
construction in
the UAE, there is
a shift about how
that construction
is being done. The
picture below does
not show good
practice – site
managers are
keen to move
away from this
and do things right

made a big difference for the UAE.”
Work on the vast expo site, where
countries from around the world will
design and build pavilions to showcase
themselves to tens of millions of
visitors, is only the beginning of
the story.
On top of this comes a wealth of
leisure and tourism development to
satisfy the visitors, and then another
layer of construction to meet the needs
of the builders themselves.
“So many people are coming from
Europe, the Philippines and India to
work on the expo construction that
they need housing and schooling, and
then that leads to more infrastructure
work,” says Mr Robinson.
“So there is an increase in general
construction, and also there is a shift
in how it’s being done. The boom in
the past decade saw many developers
throwing money at projects – lots of
scaffolding, lots of men. Now they are
more focused on productivity and
safety.”

High-profile projects

Mr Robinson thinks the recent
headlines about construction of the
Brazil 2014 and Qatar 2022 World Cups

have been food for thought in the UAE.
“They have seen how high-profile the
Qatar and Brazil World Cup projects
have been in terms of safety and labour
and they want to make sure the UAE
does not get that type of publicity,” he
says. “By using powered access instead
of scaffolding, the contractors can
make labour and time savings as well
as improving safety.”
Ensuring the powered access boom is
managed safely is naturally a key
concern of IPAF in the UAE.
“I’ve been in the UAE for four years
and seen an increased use of MEWPs
over that time,” says IPAF’s man in the
region Jason Woods. “But price remains
a big driver in this country and
unfortunately, if companies can
use a man in a bucket, then some
still will.”
Although a national law exists from
the 1980s requiring adequate
equipment to be used on sites, Mr
Woods says enforcement is patchy.
“You will still come across people
cutting corners.There is often a desire to
do everything cheap, and in that sense
it’s a hard country for us to work in.The
main reason for IPAF being in the UAE
is to support its members, but we also

try to support legislation, working
with the Ministry of Labour.”
The main ambition at the moment,
he says, is to get to a position where
all operators of MEWPs can
demonstrate their competence by
way of IPAF-accredited Powered
Access Licences (PAL).
“Our big drive is to get the PAL
Card as the only accepted ID card to
work at height,” says Mr Woods.
Currently an operator can combine
third-party training on top of a rental
company familiarisation process to
gain a one-year certificate to use
machinery. But Mr Woods does not
believe the system is appropriate for
the demands of operating a MEWP at
height.
“We are in talks with the Ministry
of Labour to change it, but it can’t
happen overnight,” he says. “We have
to use stepping stones. We have a
forum with the ministry and others
and we are putting together action
plans for regulating working from
height.”
IPAF is working with contractors
to encourage training of project
managers as well as operators.
“When we do train operators,
sometimes the managers can
contradict what we’ve taught them,
so it’s important we reach the
managers too,” Mr Woods says.
There are also cultural differences
in the way powered access machinery
is used in the UAE, compared with in
the UK.
“Everyone uses a harness for
everything at height over here,” says
Robinson. “That just seems to be the
rule for simplicity, given that people
from different countries are working
together on sites. But it’s not always
the best way.”
Mr Woods notes that highlighting
poor safety performance can also be
difficult.
“The UAE has had its fair share of
accidents, but it’s not always
mandatory to report them to the
Ministry of Labour,” he says. “We
want to support the industry and the
legislation and we hope things will
change within 12 months. “
Mr Robinson adds: “MEWPs are
one of the safest means of working at
height but only when they are used
by properly trained people. I am

passionate about making sure people
using our equipment go home at the
end of the day.”
The two men agree that the MEWP
market is growing markedly.
“There are five or six sizeable
powered access rental firms that
cover the Gulf Co-operation Council
area,” says Mr Robinson. “We are
seeing each business expanding,
taking on more staff and buying
more equipment.”
“There is room for more
companies because it is such a big
marketplace,” adds Mr Woods. “I am
in discussions with one European
rental company that might open
in Dubai this year. There are
opportunities in FM, construction,
aviation and oil and gas. MEWPs are
in demand; large and small.”

Differences in demand

The type and volume of demand for
individual machines is subtly
different in the emirates, says Mr
Robinson: “Booms are the most
common powered access machine we
hire. Truck mounts are not used as
much as in the UK. The M&E sector
over here is now beginning to use low
level power access after a history of
relying on steel scaffolding.”
Mr Woods says scissor lifts are a
common request.
“Category 1b machines – static
booms – are in more demand than at
home,” he adds. “There is still a lot of
steel scaffolding in the emirates but
they are starting to get their heads
around using a boom lift for certain
work.”
Machines are often wanted for
much longer in the Gulf, Mr
Robinson says. “The hire periods are
longer. You get a lot of spot hires in
the UK, and you’re average hire
period may be seven to nine days per
machine. In the UAE it is 10 times
that due to the scale of the projects.
Because they are away for so long,
and in hot, dusty conditions, the
machines often need servicing on
site. The location can be remote – two
hours out of town in the desert.”
Mr Woods agrees that adapting
to the climate and culture of the
UAE is critical for powered access
providers.
“There are different grades of oil

needed,” he says. “More breaks for
staff. It is mind-opening coming
here.”
And as the market is growing in
the UAE, so is IPAF.
“We have seven training centres
and that could increase to 12,” says
Mr Woods. “We’ve gone from 13
members at the start of the year to 26
now and should be at 30 by the end of
this year. We are getting the word out
that IPAF is there to support
businesses.”
Through the country council, IPAF
is working with nationality-specific
safety bodies in the region, including
those for Indian and Filipino workers.
“Our training will become
mandatory not only through our
work with the ministry but because
the industry itself will demand it,”
predicts Mr Woods. “This is how it
happened in the UK.” n
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Adapting to the
climate and culture
of the UAE is critical
for powered
access providers
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Audits

Watching brief
Making sure that IPAF training courses are delivered to a consistently
high standard is the task of a small team of expert auditors

I

PAF’s training courses are highly
regarded not only among the
Federation’s own membership but
also among the members’ customer
base. The reach of IPAF’s training
provision is considerable – its courses
are recognised in more than 40
countries around the world.
If IPAF courses are to deliver their
full benefit, they need to be delivered by
instructors who are skilled, competent,
and conscientious. With more than 600
IPAF-approved training centres
training over 100,000 people around the
world every year, it is essential to have
some mechanism whereby standards
can be monitored and maintained.
All IPAF training providers have
been, themselves, trained and their
competence has been tested. But out
in the field it is difficult to monitor the
way the courses are delivered and
guarantee the standards to which
candidates are examined and assessed.
Most training centres maintain the
required standards without any
external intervention because it is in
their own interests to do so.A sullied
reputation can have disastrous
consequences. But that is no cause for
complacency, and IPAF therefore
carries out frequent audits on a random
basis to keep a finger on the pulse.
The task of auditing training centres
is undertaken by a team of eight
auditors with assistance, as required,
from other IPAF staff and external audit
companies.All this is coordinated from
IPAF’s head office. Leading the team is
Lynn Price, who manages audits and
unannounced spot-checks for
registered training centres and
instructors in all territories.
“There are three types of audit – four
if you count the initial audit that all
new training centres go through,”
explains Mr Price. “Each training
centre receives a surveillance visit on
an annual basis, which involves a
review of the training facilities. “The
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High standards
There are more than
600 IPAF-approved
training centres
training more than
100,000 around the
world every year

auditor goes through all the paperwork
and checks training records to ensure
compliance with IPAF requirements.
The auditor notes any areas that need
improvement and identifies any
corrective action that’s needed.
“The second type of audit is an
unannounced visit where we turn up
without any prior notice and observe a
training session in action.”
All IPAF training centres know that
they might be visited at any time – it’s
written into the standard conditions
signed by the training centre at the
outset and is also included in the
manual provided to each training
centre, says Mr Price. This knowledge
keeps them on their toes.
The audit team knows exactly who
is running a course and when because
all courses must be logged
electronically on the IPAF online
application database by at least 6pm of
the evening before the course takes
place. Of course, most are logged days
or even weeks in advance. Those who
receive a visit on the day are usually
chosen at random, explains Mr Price.
Following the visit, a detailed report is
prepared outlining any areas of concern
and also highlighting any good points
found.This is a chance to give positive
feedback to the instructor as well as to
highlight any areas for improvement.
This report is sent to the training

centre and, if the instructor is an
independent instructor, to the
instructor. A countermeasure report, to
be received within a specified timescale,
detailing measures to prevent
recurrence of any problems, is also
requested from the training centre at
this time. Depending on the
seriousness of the non-conformities
and the responses from the instructor/
training centre, further action may be
deemed necessary. If this is the case, a
recommendation is given to IPAF’s
Director of Operations, who then
decides on any necessary action.

Geographical concerns

A logistical challenge is the uneven
geographical distribution of IPAF
auditors. Mr Price’s inspectors are all
independent quality-assured
professionals with ISO9001
accreditation. Of these, four (including
Mr Price) are based in the UK.There is
one dedicated auditor each for
Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Spain
and another currently being trained in
Singapore. Other areas including the
Benelux countries, Middle East, Latin
America and North America are
covered by the shared expertise of the
international auditing team, assisted by
other staff or external audit companies.
This distribution reflects IPAF’s
European origins. There are 200 IPAF
training centres in the UK alone. But
as the organisation grows, new
territories are coming on stream.
“The Middle East and Singapore
are growing rapidly and that is a
challenge,” says Mr Price. “The attitude
to safety in Europe and North America
is pretty much aligned with the UK.
But in many developing countries the
expectations just aren’t as high.”
Telephone audits are also carried
out on a regular basis. “It’s another
way of finding out how the instructor
is performing and it’s a very important
part of the audit,” says Mr Price. n

Working
at Height?
Make sure your staff are correctly
trained and working safely
A-Plant offers IPAF accredited Access Safety Training courses from Training
Centres of Excellence located across Great Britain. Alternatively we can deliver
training courses at your premises to ensure minimal disruption to your working
day, and in many cases matched to your own requirements.
For more information on our training
courses, to request a FREE copy of our
Customer Training brochure or book onto
one of our courses please contact us.

0115 924 1349

aplanttraining@aplant.com

www.aplant.com/training
Control Code: 11/14/3411

Inspections

MEWPs fit for purpose
Just as a car requires regular maintenance and inspection, so does a MEWP – these are
the basic inspections that will keep your equipment in good working order and safe to use

W

ell-maintained mobile
elevating work platforms
(MEWPs) provide one of
the safest means of access
to perform temporary work at height.
It is vital to keep this equipment in
good working order. This requires a
planned maintenance and inspection
regime which includes:
• Pre-use checks;
• Interim inspections;
• Statutory thorough examinations;
• In specific cases a major inspection.

evidence of a current thorough
examination by a competent person.
The exception is when a MEWP is
under six months from the date it was
first put into service, in which case the
manufacturer’s Declaration of
Conformity may well be sufficient.
In addition, a thorough
examination is required following
exceptional circumstances that may
jeopardise the safety of the equipment,
eg following damage that results in
major repair or modification, following
an accident or incident. A thorough
examination report – often referred to
in the industry as a LOLER certificate –
is required by law as an official record
of thorough examination.

First things first
To start with, do
a simple visual
inspection. See
videos and guidance
documents at
www.ipaf.org/
inspections

Pre-use inspections

The first measure is to do a visual
inspection of the MEWP – a walkaround check. Starting at a set point,
and walking slowly around the
machine, check all the base,
superstructure and platform. Look out
for: unsecure pins/retainers,which may
work loose; obvious cracks or damage to
the structure, oil leaks, loose and
damaged electric cables/wiring. Check
the safety notices (decals). Make sure
they are not damaged or covered in dirt
or paint as decals must be clear and
readable – and you should understand
the safety information they display.
Make sure the operating manual is
on-board and check the machine is free
from site debris and loose equipment.
Now do a function check of all
controls. Check the ground controls and
emergency/auxiliary functions before
going up in the machine.You need to
make sure the platform entry gate/bar
closes properly and is secure. Check that
switches/levers move freely and do not
stick on. Check that outreach limiters
and slope sensors are working. Refer to
the operator’s manual to see all the preuse checks the manufacturer requires.

Interim inspections

Both the Provision and Use of Work
Equipment Regulations (PUWER 1998)
and the Lifting Operations and Lifting
Equipment Regulations (LOLER 1998)
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Major inspections
identify the need for additional
inspections together with the pre-use
checks and thorough examination.
MEWP manufacturers also identify
interim inspection requirements in the
operator manuals so that deterioration
can be detected and remedied before it
results in unacceptable risks.

Thorough examinations

Pre-use checks and interim
inspections are not the same as a
thorough examination. Thorough
examinations are more detailed and
are conducted by a “competent”
person – usually a trained and
experienced engineer, who assesses
the condition of the MEWP to
establish if the machine is structurally
sound, in good working order, and
functioning correctly. This includes
assessing the correct function of all
safety devices and identifying defects
or weaknesses that could compromise
the safe use of the MEWP.
It is against the law to use, or to
allow to be used, powered access
equipment that does not have physical

Certain countries outside the EU –
Canada, Australia and Finland – have a
statutory requirement for every MEWP
to have a 10-year inspection. This is a
major inspection to validate structural
integrity and functionality of critical
components of a MEWP and is aimed
at keeping equipment safe beyond the
manufacturer’s design life.
The growing demand around the
world for secondhand machines and
the retention of machines in some
rental fleets has led to the use of
MEWPs beyond the original design life.
This has led IPAF to publish specific
guidance recommending that MEWPs
should undergo a major inspection
within 10 years of being put into
service and subsequently every five
years after that.The guidance has been
written for an international audience
and does not identify any countryspecific inspection requirements.The
guidance does not put greater onus/
responsibility on MEWP owners in
the UK than is required in LOLER. If a
UK MEWP is maintained correctly as
per the requirements of LOLER, there
is no need for a separate 10-year
inspection report. n

RENTALSGROUP
ACCESS OUR EXPERTISE

LEADING THE MARKET

The Z-135 and ZX-135 Super Boom Fleet Standard
3 Dedicated Super Boom Hire Desk
3 6 monthly LOLER thorough examination prior
to every hire
3 Bespoke easy to use, safety decals whilst
3 On site handover to a nominated competent
the machine is working safe guarding the
operators

3

Unique safely limit switch ensuring the safe
working envelope of the boom

person by a specialist super boom engineer
manufacturer and IPAF demonstrator trained

Our dedicated Super Boom Hire Desk can be contacted on

0843 770 1350 or email sbd@kimberlygroup.co.uk
www.kimberlygroup.co.uk

The world authority in powered access
Approved
Training Centre

KIMBERLY RENTALS GROUP HIRING RESPONSIBLY

Applications

Higher calling
Powered access continues to allow work in areas
that other equipment cannot reach, as this
selection of challenging jobs illustrates

1
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4

3

5

6

1 Italian manufacturer CTE has a range
of tracked and van-mounted machines
providing impressive outreach. This ZED
20.2H, shown in Verona, Italy being used
for roof maintenance, uses 20 m of
working height, 9.2 m of outreach and a
300 kg capacity.
2 Spider and tracked access specialist
Higher Access saw the benefits of the
narrow access of spiders put to good use
on this job in Wakefield.

3 Interstate Aerials provided some of
the Skyjack aerial work platforms used
to build Amazon’s 305,000 sq m
warehouse in Robbinsville, New Jersey.
More than 30 SJ 66T telescopic booms
were deployed to handle the bulk of the
workload, because these booms can
position workers at a working height of
21.9 m from the ground and have a
platform capacity of up to 227 kg.
4 The HR28 Height Rider from Niftylift

has a working height of 28 m along with
an outreach of up to 19 m. The 4x4
machine is driven by a hybrid motor,
offering battery power or diesel or a
combination for additional power.
5 Hinowa says that its Lightlift 17.75
Performance IIIS is the result of three
years of research and development,
producing a high load capacity of 230 kg
and a 17 m working height. Among the
features are a pantograph system that
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allows working flush with the wall, and
inclination control, which automatically
decelerates the platform in extreme
conditions to enhance operator safety.
6 The Toucan 12E Plus from JLG is
well-suited to applications from
maintenance to building and has a
two persons indoor/outdoor capability.
It excels at work where outreach is
required and space is limited (its base
measures 1.20 m).
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7 Hirer GT Access saw its Skyjack
SJ66T in use at the Avoncroft Museum
of historic buildings. It was used to
inspect and repair the museum’s 19thcentury windmill.
8 Access hire specialist Height for
Hire supplied an FS 420C Spider Lift to
carry out roof work from the indoors on
a new hospital in the UK. The customer
didn’t have time to scaffold the atrium,

so the FS 420C was brought in. The
FS range’s double jib arm provides
added access to hard-to-reach areas.
The machine also needed to be
lightweight as it was working on a
finished floor with a basement
underneath.
9 MEWP hirer Nationwide
Platforms has supplied equipment to
engineers and cleaning specialists for
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maintaining and preparing aircraft
before their flight.
10 The Palazzani Ragno TSJ 30.1
tracked spider has been used by
contractor Sivi for maintenance and
waterproofing work inside a massive
water tank at Padua, Italy. The
spider’s extremely light weight of only
4,650 kg allows the technicians to lift
it and pull it through a 1 m-wide trap

8

9

door and then be lowered into the
tank.
11 The ETM36-F from Versalift has
been developed specifically for the new
2014, 3.5-tonne GVW Ford Transit, the
Euro V. With a working height of 13m
and a maximum outreach of 7.3m, the
ETM36-F features a ‘point and shoot’
telescopic boom, 110 degree articulating
fly-boom, and ‘zero tail-swing’.

Applications
12

13

14

15

12 Clean Ultra Cleaning Service needed
a versatile boom to clean cladding at
the Reebok Stadium, the home of
Bolton Wanderers FC. It found one in
the shape of JLG 860SJ boom lift, hired
from AFI, which has a working height
of 28.21 m and an outreach of 22.86 m.
13 Ommelift has supplied the first
37 m crawler lift sold in Denmark to
enable forestry workers to harvest

20,000 litres of fir cones in just a
fortnight, from six acres of giant fir trees.
14 Manufacturer Haulotte took the
opportunity of the Tour De France
passing near to its HQ by displaying
both an articulating boom, the HA32
PX, and its HTL 4017 telehandler along
the roadside.
15 Alimak Hek In Rotterdam’s De
Markthal, Alimak Hek engineered a
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solution for ensuring access for the
installation and tensioning the steel
cables and the subsequent installation
of the structurally cemented glass
façade.
16 The inspection and repair of
Evesham Abbey Bell Tower in
Worcestershire required access to
heights of up to 33 metres, but the
only way to the Grade II-listed

16

building was via a narrow gate and
through the soft ground of the
graveyard. Avon Access provided an
Omme 3700 RJ spider lift, which
features a narrow width and low
height for passing through interior
doorways; tracks instead of wheels to
distribute weight; and fold-down
outriggers to stabilise the machines
so they can reach significant heights.

‘Spot the real difference...’
and win your own ZT Safety harness....

The real difference with the ZT harness...

Like to win your own ZT harness?

If you fall from height while wearing a conventional
safety harness, 100 per cent of the falling force will
be directed to your groin area.

We have TEN harnesses to win in our ‘Spot the
real difference’ competition.

The ZT range of harnesses feature a revolutionary
design which eliminates the use of groin straps, and
instead distributes any forces to the whole body,
leaving you at far less risk of injury or discomfort.
ZT equals Zero Trauma – ZT’s designers have set
out to create the safest fall arrest and fall restraint
harness – that is not only easy to use but also
comfortable to wear.

Simply mark the TEN differences between the
two images above and send your entry to us by
January the 10th 2015. Full details at:

www.ztsafetysystems.com
Terms and conditions apply

Training

Armed for safety
IPAF offers a comprehensive range of training programmes that emphasise safety in powered access – all supported
by auditing, by quality control checking and by professional development seminars for IPAF instructors around the world

T

raining is just one means by
which IPAF promotes the safe
and effective use of powered
access. A full range of training
programmes is available.
Courses delivered by member
approved training centres range from
MEWPs for Managers, which enables
supervisors and managers to prepare
for and safely coordinate various types
of MEWPs on site, to operator training,
available in many languages across 30
countries. Successful completion of
the practical and theory sections of the
operator training leads to the issue of
the PAL Card (Powered Access Licence),
which proves the operator has been
trained to the required level.
These complete training
programmes are backed up by regular
auditing, quality control checks, and
professional development seminars
for all IPAF instructors.
Operators
IPAF’s flagship training course
instructs an operator to prepare and
safely operate various types of MEWPs.
Categories of MEWP equipment
include: Static Vertical (1a), Static
Boom (1b), Mobile Vertical (3a), Mobile
Boom (3b), Push Around Vertical (PAV)
and Insulated Aerial Device (IAD).
PAL+
PAL+ is an optional, additional one day
of category-specific training aimed at
advanced operators working in higher
risk or challenging environments.
Demonstrators
This course trains a demonstrator to
familiarise operators with their
responsibilities and demonstrate preoperational and safe operating
procedures, as well as the limitations
of MEWPs.

Harness Use and Inspection
This course instructs a user to select,
inspect and use a harness and
associated equipment safely when
using a MEWP.
Loading/Unloading
This course instructs an operator in
the correct safety procedures for the
loading, unloading and securing of
machinery prior to or following
transportation by road.
MEWPs for Managers
MEWPs for Managers is the essential,
one-day course for those who plan,
supervise and manage the use of
MEWPs in the workplace.
MCWPs
IPAF-approved training centres also
provide courses for mast climbing
work platforms (MCWPs) to the levels
of Mobile Operator, Demonstrator,
Installer, Advanced Installer and
Instructor.
CAP
The Competent Assessed Persons
(CAP) programme is not about
training, but is an assessment
programme targeted at experienced
engineers that allows them to be
certified as competent persons to plan,
manage or carry out inspections/
thorough examinations of MEWPs in
line with relevant legislation.

Instructors
This course trains and assesses an
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instructor to understand the delivery
of the IPAF training programme, and
assesses knowledge on machines and
ability to convey information to
candidates.
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A full range of management and
operator training programmes is
offered by IPAF member training
centres. Free copies of this poster
(pictured above) are available from
info@ipaf.org.
Selling safety
Apart from training, IPAF runs
campaigns such as Spread the Load
(www.ipaf.org/spreaders), which calls
for the proper assessment of ground
conditions and the correct use of
stabilisers, outriggers and spreader
plates, and Clunk Click, which calls for
all users of boom-type platforms to
wear a full body harness with a short
restraint lanyard attached to a suitable
anchor point.
IPAF’s accident reporting project
(www.ipaf.org/accident) collects data
on worldwide fatalities involving
MEWPs, with the aim of identifying
key causes and developing further
safety initiatives.
These resources and more are
available free from IPAF – visit www.
ipaf.org or email info@ipaf.org. n

Spare parts when and where you need them!

• A one-stop shop
• 21 000 000 known references and
600 000 items in stock
• Delivery in 24/48 hours
• Stock control in an automated
warehouse
• Sales and technical assistance by
qualified staff
• MyTotalSource: online shop for
enquiries and orders
© November 2014. TVH® is a registered trademark. TVH is a supplier of after-market spare parts and accessories that are suitable
for the maintenance and repair of OEM-equipment. All sales are subject to the general and special terms & conditions of sale on
www.tvh.com/avv • UKAVMD_1411001

TVH UK LTD
Unit 17 • Paragon Way • Exhall • GB-CV7 9QS Coventry
T +44 2476 585 000 • F +44 2476 585 001
marketing.uk@tvh.com • www.tvh.com

Smart PAL

Work safer, work smarter
More access rental companies are asking for IPAF’s Smart PAL Card (Powered Access Licence), not only
benefiting from the advantages made possible by smartcard technology but also raising their standards

C

ompanies such as AFI-Uplift,
HSS and Nationwide have opted
to issue all trained operators
with the Smart PAL Card as
standard. The numbers are growing
and IPAF currently issues more than
3,000 Smart PAL Cards a month.
For AFI, introducing the Smart PAL
Card was a clear sign of the company’s
commitment to raising standards. “We
have experienced the costs involved as
a result of unauthorised use of our
equipment in the past, and we wanted a
security system for the machines that
would prevent this happening again,”
says AFI UK major projects technical
manager John Robertson. “Traditional
systems such as keypad access all had
weaknesses. We narrowed the choices
and identified a system that used a
unique operator smartcard to lock and
unlock the machines. When IPAF
launched its Smart PAL Card, it made
sense for AFI-Uplift to offer it as
standard on all IPAF operator courses as
it worked with the hardware and
software we were using to protect the
machines from unauthorised use.”
The Smart PAL Card has the
advantage of forming a unique
relationship between the operator and
the MEWP. Mr Robertson says:
“Although it is possible to lend a card
to another user, we have found that
having a Smart PAL Card, which has
the individual’s details on it, makes
operators realise that they are liable
for their actions should an incident
occur if they were to lend their card to
a third party.
“Depending on the hardware and
software system being used together
with the IPAF Smart PAL Card, the
information contained on the system
around this operator/MEWP
relationship can be used to identify
whether or not the operator has
previous training and experience on a
particular make, model or type of
machine and therefore whether
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Right The Smart
PAL Card features a
wireless icon at top
right and has an
embedded chip that
contains the same
data printed on the
card , such as
operator name,
number and
categories trained
in, with the addition
of a unique
card number

training and familiarisation is required
prior to use.Another key assurance for
managers and supervisors is that if the
operator’s licence has expired and not
been renewed, the Smart PAL Card will
not unlock the MEWP.”

PAL possibilities

The Smart PAL Card is used
predominantly to prevent
unauthorised use of machines on site.
The possibilities are only limited to
the hardware and software packages
being used, and how these are
programmed. Mr Robertson says that
AFI has customers who receive
“machine detailed usage” reports,
which enable them to view live
utilisation reports for the equipment
they have on site – total shift time
worked, engine run time and functionenabled time on electric machines.
The customer also has the option of
receiving LOLER inspection due
reports, which the system collates for
all machines on site fitted with Smart
PAL Card technology and emails out

directly to key stakeholders such as
managers, supervisors and rental
company engineers. AFI has also
worked with the system developer to
launch operator pre-use check
reporting, where the card reader will
ask each new operator using the
MEWP that day to confirm that they
have carried out their checks.
Feedback has been positive. One of
the first sites that took Smart PAL
Cards in the UK was a waste-to-energy
plant being built in Oxfordshire.
Before the system was introduced to
site, the customer had complained
that each week, between leaving site
on Friday afternoon and returning to
work on Monday morning, operators
would always discover their machine
had been moved and had noticeably
less fuel in it. Once the Smart PAL Card
was introduced and the hardware
fitted to the machine, these
occurrences stopped immediately.
Or take another example that most
MEWP hirers will relate to – a
supervisor working for an M&E
company on a hospital site had 13
machines fitted with Smart PAL Card
technology. “The guys don’t have the
usual ritual of having to hunt for their
machines when they’ve left them for
any length of time,” says Mr Robertson.
“I’ve also noticed that they’ve not
reported any breakdowns due to the
machines going flat prematurely.”
While security or misuse is still a
problem on sites generally, there have
not been reported incidents on any of
the sites that have adopted Smart PAL
Card technology, says Mr Robertson.
The system can take human nature
into account to some extent – should an
operator accidentally forget to ‘swipe
off’ his machine before leaving it for a
period of time, the system will autolock the machine after a period of
sensing no function inputs.Thus the
Smart PAL Card lets operators work
smarter and safer. n
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WITH THE NEW APP YOU CAN…
Download and store up to 200
most recent stories which can then
be read on your phone or tablet,
even when you’re offline
Be the first to know the latest news by
setting up push notifications to keep
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Follow the on-screen
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Tap the icon on your home
screen and log in using the
username and password for
www.cnplus.co.uk

Save your favourite stories to read
at any time
Share articles with colleagues
via email, or post to Twitter
and Facebook easily
Enjoy an enhanced reading
experience with the app’s clean
and crisp presentation
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Member benefits

IPAF goes back to basics
C

ontractors looking for good
practice guidance to manage
mobile elevating work
platforms (MEWPs) on site, or
wondering what fuel regulations and
load restrictions apply for the use of
truck mounted platforms, can benefit
from joining IPAF.
The International Powered Access
Federation (IPAF) exists to promote
the safe and effective use of powered
access equipment worldwide. That was
the objective of its founding members
and it is a theme that IPAF is
returning to strongly in its 30th year.
IPAF is a global movement to ensure
the safety of people in the powered
access industry and to keep the industry
up to date with the latest technical and
safety advice in MEWPs and mast
climbing work platforms (MCWPs).
The not-for-profit organisation is
owned by its more than 1,000
members who include manufacturers,
rental companies, contractors and
users of powered access. IPAF
members reaffirmed the Federation’s
original objectives and re-adopted
them into the Federation’s rules at the
annual general meeting in April.
Among others, IPAF’s objectives are:
• To encourage the highest standards
of safety and good trading by
members;
• To encourage technical efficiency in
the industry by cooperation in the
establishment of standards.

More than training

“People sometimes focus on IPAF’s
training activities, but we are much
more,” says IPAF CEO Tim Whiteman.
“IPAF’s members cooperate to
protect the safety of people in the
access industry.At our last AGM we
re-adopted the founding principles
from 30 years ago – by doing so, IPAF
members have made very clear what
IPAF stands for and what it sets out to
do and deliver. Work at height is
inherently dangerous, but powered
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The world authority
in powered access

IPAF PromoTes The sAFe And
eFFecTIve use oF Powered
Access worldwIde
IPAF is a not-for-profit organisation owned by its members
who include manufacturers, rental companies, contractors
and users of powered access.
IPAF’s obJecTIves
3.0
The objects of the Federation are to provide goods and services
for the powered access industry, including education, training,
and research, and representing and promoting the interests of
its members at national and international level. In particular:
3.1.1
To promote and extend the use of Members’ products on
a world-wide basis and, where necessary, take action on all
matters of interest to the powered access equipment industry.
3.1.2
To encourage the highest standards of safety and good
trading by Members.
3.1.3
To represent the Industry in discussions at Government level
in user countries and to liaise with other trade associations
as necessary, particularly on the use of powered access
equipment and international trade.
3.1.4
To encourage technical efficiency in the industry
by co-operation in the establishment of Standards.
3.1.5
To provide for co-operation between all Members in the
discussion of common problems, and to do all such other
lawful things as are incidental or conducive to the
achievement of the above objects.

www.ipaf.org

access is a safe and effective tool, and
IPAF is here to keep the industry safe.”
What makes IPAF unique is its
ability to unite manufacturers, rental
companies and end-users into one
member organisation dedicated to
promoting the safe and effective use of
powered access.
IPAF’s founding managing director,
Paul Adorian, provides insight into the
early years: “At that time,
manufacturing and user organisations
tended to keep each other at arm’s
length. However, the benefits that
would accrue to all concerned by
establishing an organisation where
manufacturers and their customers
could rub shoulders regularly soon
became apparent.This situation was
certainly unique and has led to an

Working together
IPAF’s members
cooperate to protect
the safety of people
in the access
industry

Extract from IPAF’s Rules

JoIn IPAF And be PArT oF The globAl
movemenT To ensure The sAFe use
oF Powered Access

enormous amount of harmony and
goodwill within the industry ever since.
“By manufacturers and rental
companies joining forces, the flow of
information on safety related topics
has obviously been beneficial in
promoting safety. The feedback from
the companies that buy, use and rent
the products relayed directly back to
the manufacturers was a tremendous
contribution to the continuing
development of safer products.”
That early enthusiasm has
transformed into a full palette of IPAF
services. The range of activities and
services is growing and if you work
with MEWPs or MCWPs, you should
be part of it. Join IPAF and be part of
the global movement to ensure the
safe use of powered access. ■

The World leader in Van- & Truck mounted aerial access platforms
1965
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Innovation
Commitment
Quality

Wide range on Van, Pick-up’s and truck mounted
aerial access platforms 9-65 m working height

www.teamtime.dk

DIRECTORIES
IPAF Training Centres
IPAF training is provided by a network of approved training centres that operate
independently. This directory helps you find your nearest training centre in the UK
and around the world. All active IPAF training centres are subject to audits and
expected to meet stringent quality procedures. New centres are being added every
month. To see the most up-to-date list, visit www.ipaf.org
JPS Tool & Access Hire Ltd

United
Kingdom
EAST ANGLIA
Access Training UK Ltd

Thetford
01842 888999
www.access-training.co.uk
break

Alan Barker T/a SkillsTec

Waltham Abbey
0845 6017738
www.jpstoolandaccess.co.uk
break

Mark One Hire Ltd

Chelmsford
01702 561818
www.mark1training.co.uk
break

National Construction College, Study
Centre C
Kings Lynn
0844 8440466
www.nationalconstructioncollege.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Besthorpe
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

Norwich
01603 735130
www.ecaccesssolutions.com

bre

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

West Thurrock
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Luton
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Peterborough
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Safetymen Ltd

Facelift Access Hire
Purfleet
01444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk
break

Thorpe le Soken
01255 863125
www.safetymen.co.uk
break

Sigma Access Training

Sutton Coldfield
01986 896948
www.sigma-access-training.co.uk
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Wymondham
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

Warren Access Upton Ltd

Huntingdon
0771 7504530
www.warrenaccesstraining.co.uk

Warren Access Upton Ltd

01480 891581
www.warrenaccesstraining.co.uk

South Witham
01476 5834328
www.genielift.co.uk
break

Harris Safety Training Services Ltd

Lincoln
01905 617499
www.harrissafetytrainingservices.co.uk
break

Harris Safety Training Services Ltd

Worcester
01905 617499
www.harrissafetytrainingservices.co.uk
break

Hire Station Limited
Shrewsbury
0115 9737400
www.hirestation.co.uk
break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Derby
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Alimak Hek Ltd

Rushden
01933 354700
www.alimakhek.com
break

Altitude Access Ltd

Blidworth
01623 796 969
www.altitudeaccess.co.uk
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Milton Keynes
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Nottingham
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Banner Plant Ltd

Dronfield
01246 299400
www.bannerplant.co.uk
break

Smart Platform Rental Ltd
Hemel Hempstead
0871 8719292
www.smartplatforms.co.uk
break

break
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break

Genie Europe

break

break

break

Sandy
08456 122 144
www.thsp.co.uk

Castle Donington
01332 855350
www.afi-uplift.co.uk

break

Eastern Counties Access Solution

The Health & Safety People Ltd

AFI-Uplift Ltd

Norwich
0845 6008572
www.aplant.com

break

break

EAST MIDLANDS

break

Kentford
01638 751492
www.aureliatraining.co.uk

Wymondham
01953 606100
www.britanniaits.com

break

Norwich
01508 550430
www.skillstec.co.uk

Aurelia Ltd

Specialist Access Training t/a Britannia
Int. Tr

Elavation Ltd

Milton Keynes
01908 317602
www.elavation.net
break
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HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Wellingborough
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

ISS Damage Control

Mansfield
0188 957 0777
www.iss-damagecontrol.co.uk
break

JJ Training (UK) Limited

TIME - Versalift

break

break

Glossop
01457 899 322
www.jj.training.org.uk

JLG Industries (UK) Ltd
Lutterworth
0870 200 7700
www.jlg.com
break

Burton Latimer
01536 721010
www.versalift.co.uk/

Total Hire & Sales

Derby
01332 776622
www.totalhireandsales.co.uk
break

King Highway Products Ltd

UK Tool Hire Ltd T/a UK Powered Access

break

break

Market Harborough
01858 467 361
www.skyking.co.uk

Kingscote Ltd t/a Webbs Training
Services
Milton Keynes
0845 1112331
www.webbs-training.com

Ilkeston
0115 9444575
www.uktool.co.uk

Workplatform Ltd

Castle Donington
01332 856359
www.workplatformltd.co.uk
break

break

KNT Training

Sheepbridge, Chesterfield
01246 455 400
www.knt-training.co.uk
break

Loxam Access Ltd

Nottingham
0115 900 8855
www.loxam-access.co.uk
break

GREATER LONDON
Advanced Access Platforms Ltd
Sutton
0208 641 7050
www.accessplatformsuk.com
break

ALS Safety Limited
Wembley
0843 2894713
www.alssafety.co.uk
break

Brogan Group (UK) Ltd T/A Brogan
Group
New Southgate
020 8361 0090
www.brogangroup.com
break

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd
Mainline (1982) Ltd

Swadlincote
01283 222 044
www.mainline-hire.co.uk

Grays
0845 6001550
www.boomtraining.co.uk

National Construction College, Study
Centre C

Tyne & Wear Access NE Ltd

Sunderland
0191 5689770
www.tyneandwearaccess.co.uk

London
0844 844 0466
www.nationalconstructioncollege.co.uk

break

break

Warren Access Ltd

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Newcastle Upon Tyne
0191 2367120
www.warrenaccesstraining.co.uk

Cowley
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

break

break

Speedy Support Services Ltd

NORTH WEST

London
0845 6046682
www.speedyhire.co.uk
break

Adapt (UK) Training Services
Liverpool
0151 5490549
www.adapt-training.co.uk

NORTH EAST

break

Adept Training Services Ltd

Adastra Access Ltd

Walsall
01922 745125
www.adastra-access.co.uk

Chester
0124 4351809

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

Leigh
0194 2601752
www.apltraining.co.uk

break

break

Stockton on Tees
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com

Aerial Platforms Ltd

break

Alliance Learning Ltd

break

Bolton
01204 696744
www.alliancelearning.com

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd
Gateshead
0845 6001550
www.boomtraining.co.uk

break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

break

Expedient Training Services Ltd

Bury
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com

Jarrow
0191 4890212
www.expedient-training.co.uk
break

Health & Safety Training Ltd

break

Newcastle upon Tyne
0191 2960707
www.hst.uk.com
break

break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

Mentor Training Ltd

Chesterfield
01246 555 222
www.mentortraining.co.uk

Gateshead
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

break

break

Midland Access Platforms Ltd

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Croft
01455 556 699
www.midlandaccessplatforms.co.uk

Durham
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

break

break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Newstead
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

North Hykenham
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Leicester
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Ormerod Management Services
(T/as OMS)
Leicester
0845 130 0616
www.height-safe.com
break

Platform Hire Ltd

Droitwich
0870 7575038
www.platformhireltd.co.uk
break

Speedy Support Services Ltd
Nottingham
0845 6046682
www.speedyhire.co.uk
brea

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Staples Corner
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
London
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Beckton
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Kingfisher Access Limited
London
0870 3503601
www.kingfisheraccess.com
break

KNT Training

Bedmond
01246 455400
www.knt-training.co.uk
break

NIS Training Ltd

Newcastle upon Tyne
0191 2689396
www.nistraining.co.uk
break

North East Access Training Ltd

Birtley
0191 4421989
www.northeastaccesstraining.co.uk
break

Astley Hire Ltd

Northern Safety Ltd

Thornaby
01642 754880
www.northernsafetyltd.co.uk

Leigh
01942 608822
www.astleyhiretraining.co.uk

Pyeroy Group

Bolton Hire And Training Ltd

break

break

Gateshead
0191 4932600
www.pyeroy.co.uk

Bolton
07818 542745
break

break

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd

RS Industrial Services Ltd

Manchester
0845 6001550
www.boomtraining.co.uk

Billingham
01642 674250
www.rsis.co.uk

break

break

Engineering Construction Training

Taylor Training Services (UK) Ltd
Jarrow
0161 7759840

Bolton
01204 699999

TDB Training Specialists Ltd

Facelift Access Hire

break

break

Mr Plant Hire PLC

London
0208 3513434
www.mrplanthire.co.uk
break

Liverpool
01444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk

Ashington
01670 851244
www.tdbtraining.co.uk

break

break
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IPAF Training Centres
Gen II Training & Technology

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

break

break

Workington
01900 701300
www.gen2.ac.uk

G H Training Ltd
Wigan
07806 559688
break

Haydock
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Hawarden
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Heyrod Construction Ltd
Oldham
0161 6834294
www.heyrod.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Warrington
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Hewden

Stretford / Manchester
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Kirkby
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Higher Access

Burnley
0845 6044054
www.higheraccess.co.uk
break

One Stop Hire

Wigan
01257 422781
www.onestophire.com
break

Hire Safe Solutions Ltd
Newton-Le-Willows
07789 567721
break

SIM Training Services Ltd
Warrington
01925 411171
break

Horizon Platforms Ltd

Warrrington
01924 270383
www.ipaftrainingcourses.co.uk
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

NORTHERN IRELAND
Balloo Hire Centres Ltd
BELFAST
028 90 45 80 80
www.balloohire.com
break

Belfast Skills Development Ltd
Lisburn
028 92639459
www.bsdtraining.com
break

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd
Newtownabbey
00 353 18354900
www.boomtraining.co.uk
break

Highway Plant Co Ltd

Belfast
02890 301133
www.highwayplant.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Newtownabbey
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd
North Lanarkshire
0845 600 1550
www.boomtraining.co.uk
break

FES Ltd

Stirling
01786 819600
www.fes.ltd.uk
break

Fife Council, Skills Development Centre
Fife
01592 583603
www.fifedirect.org.uk/hscourses
break

Generation (UK) Ltd

Rutherglen
01924 370640
www.generationhireandsale.co.uk
break

Hewden

Glasgow
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Hewden

Dumfries
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Simian Skill Ltd
Warrington
0845 6022418

KDM Hire Ltd

Co.Tyrone
028 86766633
www.kdmhire.com
break

break

KDM Hire Ltd

Manchester
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

Newtownabbey
028 86766633
www.kdmhire.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Coatbridge
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Industrial Access Systems Ltd
Glasgow
0141 7749095
www.deskspan.co.uk

break

SCOTLAND
Smart Platform Rental Ltd

break

Access Platforms Aberdeen Ltd, Back
Office

Trafford Park
0871 8719292
www.smartplatforms.co.uk

ABERDEEN
01224 899 0000
www.accessaberdeen.com

Speedy Support Services Ltd

Access Plus (Scotland) Ltd

break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Preston
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Greater Manchester
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Newton-le-Willows
0845 604 6682
www.speedyhire.co.uk

Stevenston
0800 3288178
www.access-plus.co.uk

System Training

Access Plus (Scotland) Ltd

Carlisle
01228 574000
www.system-group.com

Kintore
0800 3288178
www.access-plus.co.uk

Taylor Training Services (UK) Ltd

Access Plus (Scotland) Ltd

Manchester
0161 7759840
Wigan
0161 7759840

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

Workington
01900 68040
www.trainriteuk.co.uk

Salford
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

JLG Industries (UK) Ltd
Manchester
0870 200 7700
www.jlg.com
break

MHA Training Ltd

Warrington
01925 450952
www.mikehammetttraining.co.uk

Glasgow
0800 3288178
www.access-plus.co.uk
break

Taylor Training Services (UK) Ltd

Tebay
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

break

break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

break

break

break

Trainrite Ltd

break

Training 2000 Ltd, Mechanical
Handling
Blackburn
01254 54659
www.training2000.co.uk
break

1 Up Access Ltd

Bolton
0114 275 1595
www.1upaccess.co.uk
break

break

Active Access Ltd

Hamilton
01698 281190
www.activeaccess.co.uk
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Glasgow
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Award Training Services Ltd
Tain
01862 894729
www.awardtraining.co.uk
break

Central Training Services Ltd
Bo’ness
01506 829883
www.central-training.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Contour Training Ltd

Blackburn
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Glasgow
0141 339 3216
www.contourtraining.com

break

break
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J & D Pierce (Contracts) Ltd
Glengarnock
01505 683724
www.jdpierce.co.uk
break

J G Martin Plant Hire Ltd

Motherwell
0844 472 9600
www.martinplanthire.co.uk
break

M B Plant

Peter Head
01779 475397
www.mbplant.co.uk
break

MG Scotland Ltd

Bargeddie
0141 7710040
www.mgs-training.co.uk
break

National Construction College, Study
Centre C
Hillington
0141 8826455
www.nationalconstructioncollege.co.uk
break

Onestop Access (Scotland) Ltd

Hamilton
01698 423826
www.onestopaccessequipment.co.uk
break

Outreach Ltd

Falkirk
01324 889000
www.outreachltd.co.uk
break

Plantfinder (Scotland) Ltd
Kilmarnock
01563 850060
www.plantfinderlimited.co.uk
break

Ritchies HGV Training Centre Ltd
Glasgow
0141 5572212
www.ritchiestraining.co.uk

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Brentwood
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Fareham
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Charles Wilson Engineers Ltd
Hayes
0208 7566310
www.cwplant.co.uk
break

Facelift Access Hire
Hickstead
01444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk
break

Facelift Access Hire
Southampton
01444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk
break

break

Fenton Plant Hire

Reading
01189 303066
www.fentonplant.co.uk
break

Gamble Training Services Ltd
Worthing
07850 463222
www.gambletraining.co.uk
break

Gamble Training Services Ltd
Scottish Access Services
Coatbridge
01236 435942
www.scotaccess.co.uk
break

Scot-Train Ltd

Glasgow
0141 557 6130
www.scot-train.com
break

Sibbald Ltd

Blackridge
01501 750900
www.sibbaldtraining.com
break

Speedy Support Services Ltd
Glasgow
0845 6046682
www.speedyhire.co.uk
break

Turner Access Ltd

Glasgow
0141 309 5555
www.turner-access.co.uk

Worthing
07850 463222
www.gambletraining.co.uk
break

Gatwick Group Training

Horley
0845 8382198
www.gatwickgrouptraining.co.uk
break

Hampshire Plant & Access Ltd

Winchester
01962 851 155
www.hampshireplantandaccess.co.uk
break

Harsco Infrastructure
Leatherhead
0844 335 8860
www.harsco-i.com

Kentec Training Ltd

Placing Leaders Training Ltd

break

break

Tonbridge
0333 6660555
www.kentectraining.co.uk

Buckingham
07768 427743
www.placingleaders.co.uk

Kingfisher Access Limited

Platform Sales & Hire Ltd

break

break

Hornchurch
0870 3503601
www.kingfisheraccess.com

Milton Keynes
01908 691159
www.platformsales.co.uk

Kingfisher Access Limited

Rapid Platforms Ltd

break

break

Rochester
0333 6661881
www.kingfisheraccess.com

Bishop’s Stortford
01279 501501
www.rapidplatforms.co.uk

Mark One Hire Ltd

Safe Training Services (Southern) Ltd

break

break

Southend
01702 561818
www.mark1training.co.uk

Fareham
0800 6226457
www.safetrainingservices.co.uk

Michael J Gallagher Contractors Ltd

Smart Platform Rental Ltd

break

break

Compton
01483 810449
www.michaeljgallagher.co.uk

Dartford
0871 8719292
www.smartplatforms.co.uk

National Construction College, Study
Centre C

South East Powerline Services Ltd
Ringmer
01273 815151
www.brockwellsforestry.co.uk

Erith
01322 349638
www.nationalconstructioncollege.co.uk

break

Southern Cranes & Access Ltd

break

Pulborough
01798 875988
www.southerncranes.co.uk

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Bishops Waltham
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

break

TCA Lifting Limited

break

Alton
08456 035 360
www.tcalifting.com

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Nr.Rochester
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

break

break

Niftylift Ltd

SOUTH WEST

Milton Keynes
01908 223456
www.niftylift.com

2 Cousins Access Ltd

break

Oxford
01865 779778
www.2cousins.co.uk

Operator Training Services Ltd

Ashford
0870 8503029
www.operatortrainingservices.co.uk

A1 Hire & Sales Ltd

break

Poole
01202 718777
www.a1hire.co.uk

Operator Training Services Ltd

Godstone
0870 8503029
www.operatortrainingservices.co.uk

break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

break

Hewden

Avonmouth
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com

break

Dartford
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk

break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

break

Clyst St.Mary
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com

1st Access Rentals Ltd

Motherwell
01698 738040
www.1staccessrentals.co.uk

break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training

break

SOUTH EAST
AJ Access Platforms Ltd
Southampton
01291 421155
www.accessplatforms.com
break

ALS Safety Limited
Berkshire
0843 2894713
www.alssafety.co.uk
break

ALS Safety Limited
Wembley
0843 2894713
www.alssafety.co.uk
break

Swindon
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com

break

break

C & G Services (Europe) Ltd

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

Stonehouse
01453 826781
www.gettrained.co.uk

Calcot
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

break

Ermin Plant (Hire & Services) Ltd

break

Gloucester
01452 526616
www.ermin.co.uk

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Crawley
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

break

P Chalk Ltd

Global FLT Ltd

Erith
01322 348843

Gloucester
01452 548 848
www.globalflt.com

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Manor Royall
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

Peter Hird & Sons Ltd

break

Redhill
01482 481965
www.hird.co.uk
break

break
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AJ Access Platforms Ltd
Fforest Fach
01291 421155
www.accessplatforms.com

Bella Access Ltd

Stone
0844 7709580
www.bellaaccess.com
break

Easi UpLifts (Safety Training) Ltd
break

Warwickshire
0845 6001550
www.boomtraining.co.uk
break

Hewden

Facelift Access Hire

Redruth
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk

West Bromwich
01444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk

break

break

Hi-Reach Training

Forcegroup Training Services Ltd

Swindon
01793 766744.
www.hi-reach.co.uk

Stoke on Trent
01782 208723
www.forcegrouptraining.co.uk

break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

Oldbury
0800 5875224
www.generationhireandsale.co.uk

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

GT Access Ltd

break

break

Bromsgrove
01527 871 123
www.gtaccess.co.uk
break

LTC Training Services, (A Div. Of LTC
Group87 Ltd)
Plymouth
01752 485303
www.ltctrainingservices.co.uk
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Bridend Mid Glamorgan
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

Hewden

Cardiff
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

LTC Training Services, (A Div. Of LTC
Group87 Ltd)
Redruth
01752 485303
www.ltctrainingservices.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Bristol
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Liskeard
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Taunton
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
breakbreak

OTJ Training

Newent
0845 5432129
www.otjtraining.com
break

Prolift Access Ltd

Cornwall
01823 665902
www.proliftaccess.co.uk
break

Prolift Access Ltd

Wellington
01823 665902
www.proliftaccess.co.uk

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Cardiff
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Mid Glamorgan Fork Truck Training
Services Ltd

Hengoed
01443 812999
www.midglam-forktruck-training.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Swansea
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Cardiff
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Speedy Support Services Ltd
Cardiff
0845 6046682
www.speedyhire.co.uk
break

Training-4-Safety

St Asaph
01745 730734
www.training-4-safety.co.uk
break

break

The Health & Safety People Ltd
Bristol
08456 122 144
www.thsp.co.uk
break

WALES
AJ Access Platforms Ltd
Caldicot
0798 0764021
www.accessplatforms.com

WEST MIDLANDS
Access Training Solutions

Tipton
07725 134284
www.accesstrainingsolutions.com
break

Ashtead Plant Hire Co Ltd, Customer &
Technical Training
Birmingham
0845 6008573
www.aplant.com
break

break
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Nationwide Platforms Ltd

Lutterworth
01455 204769
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd

St Albans
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk
break

Oakbarn Training

Coventry
01455 200361
www.poweredaccesstraining.co.uk

P B Training Services Ltd

Brierley Hill
01384 826438
www.pbtrainingservices.co.uk

S.A.T. Services

Stourbridge
07773 766539
www.satservices.org
break

Harsco Infrastructure

break

break

break

break

Southampton
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
Marsh Barton
01392 255211
www.lighthire.com

Dudley
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

break

Generation (UK) Ltd

Bristol
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

Light Hire Ltd

Nationwide Platforms Ltd
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Tamworth
0844 3358860
www.harsco-i.com
break

Shropshire County Trainers Ltd
Telford
01952 605009
www.sctcentre.com
break

Hewden

Willenhall
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Smart Platform Rental Ltd
Minworth
0871 871 9292
www.smartplatforms.co.uk
break

Hi-Reach Training
West Bromwich
01793 766744
www.hi-reach.co.uk
break

Speedy Support Services Ltd
Wednesbury
0845 6046682
www.speedyhire.co.uk
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Solihull
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com

Stage Electrics

Bristol BS11 9YL
0117 9379503
www.stage-electrics.co.uk
break

break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Telford
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Worcester
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Interserve Industrial Services Ltd,
QSHE Department, Floor 7
West Bromwich
0121 5247771
www.interserve.com
break

YORKSHIRE
1 Up Access Ltd

Sheffield
0114 2721595
www.1upaccess.co.uk
break

1 Up Access Ltd

Leeds
0114 2721595
www.1upaccess.co.uk
break

ALS Safety Limited
Hunslet
0843 2894713
www.alssafety.co.uk
break

ISS Damage Control

Rugeley
01889 570777
www.iss-damagecontrol.co.uk
break

Kingfisher Access Limited
Telford
0870 350 3601
www.kingfisheraccess.com
break

Kingscote Ltd t/a Webbs Training
Services
Birmingham
0845 1112331
www.webbs-training.com
break

National Construction College, Study
Centre C
Birmingham
0121 4594262
www.nationalconstructioncollege.co.uk
break

Astra Access Safety Training Ltd,
National Access Skills Academy
Barnsley
01226 389 476
www.astratraining.co.uk
break

Boss Training Ltd

Leeds
0845 6800495
www.bosstraining.co.uk
break

Boss Training Ltd

Halifax
0845 6800495
www.bosstraining.co.uk
break

Eagle Platforms Ltd

Sheffield
0114 269 5909
www.eagleplatforms.com
break

Gardner Denver Ltd
Tong
01274 683131
www.gdpoweredaccess.com
break

Generation (UK) Ltd
Wakefield
01924 370640
www.generationhireandsale.co.uk

Rest of
the world

break

Hewden
Immingham
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Hewden
Castleford
0161 7722444
www.hewden.co.uk
break

Horizon Platforms Ltd

ARGENTINA

MILLS Rental, Mills Estruturas e
Serviços de Engenharia S.A

CHILE

Haulotte Argentina

OSASCO-SP
www.mills.com.br

ALO Training Ltda, Alo Group

Buenos Aires
www.haulotte.com

AUSTRIA

Wakefield
01924 270383
www.ipaftrainingcourses.co.uk

BWK GmbH

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department

Felbermayr Transport- und
Hebetechnik GmbH & CoKG

break

Leeds
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

HSS Hire Service Group Ltd, Training
Department
Barnsley
0845 7667799
www.hsstraining.com
break

Kimberly Access Ltd
Harrogate
01423 816080
www.kimberlyaccess.co.uk

Dornbirn
www.bwk.cc

Wels. Österreich
www.felbermayr.cc

Kögl GmbH
Eisenstadt
www.koegl.at

BELGIUM
Allift Michielsens NV
Deurne
www.allift.com

MOTORMAC - Distribuidora Meridional
de Motores Cummis, S/A
Porto Alegre - RS
www.motormac.com.br

Wakefield
0192 4266662
www.lifterz.co.uk
break

Mechanical Industrial Truck Training
Services Ltd
Hull
01482 323709
www.mitts-training.co.uk
break

MECsafe Ltd
Doncaster
01302 775900
www.mecsafe.co.uk
break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd
Leeds
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

BRAZIL
Aura Brasil Màquinas e Equipamentos
Ltda
São Paulo SP
www.aurabrasil.com.br

Bilden Tecnologias em Processos
Construtivos, Ltda
Diadema SP
www.bilden.com.br

Manlift Capacitación Ltda
Lampa-Santiago

SKC Rental S.A.

Multiplataformas Ltda

Santiago
www.skcrental.cl

Curitiba - PR
www.multiplataformas.com.br

RCB Locações de Equipamentos e
Màquinas Ltda

COLOMBIA

Santana do Parnaíba - SP
www.rcbplataformas.com.br

Proing, Ltda

RIWAL do Brasil Locações De
Equipamentos Ltda

Bogotà DC
www.proingcol.net

Parana

Rolift

Cali
www.rolift.com.co

SK Rental Locação De Equipamentos
Ltda
Curitiba PR
www.skcrental.com.br

Torres Equipos S.A.S.
Cali (Valle del Cauca)
www.torresequipos.com.co

Solaris Equipamentos e Serviços Ltda
Osasco - SP
www.solarisbrasil.com.br

CZECH REPUBLIC

break

Lifterz Ltd

Santiago de Chile
www.alotraining.com

Terex S. Paulo
www.terex.com.br

Rothlehner pracovní plošiny sro
Praha 9 - Horní Poernice
www.rothlehner.cz

TRIMAK ENGENHARIA E COMÄRCIO
LTDA
Rio de Janeiro
www.trimak.com.br

EL SALVADOR

W Rental Locadora de Equipamentos
Ltda

SKC RENTAL S.A.C.

Eldorado do sul - RS
www.wrental.com.br

Villa EL Salvador
www.skcrental.com

Cunzolo Rental Ltda

CANADA

FINLAND

Eleva Brasil soluções em elevação S/A

Hydro Mobile Inc
QC Quebec
www.hydro-mobile.com

Bronto Skylift OY AB

Jardins - SP
www.elevabr.com.br

Fimatec - Comércio e Representações,
Ltda

Skyjack Inc

Campinas, São Paulo
www.cunzolo.com.br

Tampere
www.bronto.fi

break

Nationwide Platforms Ltd
Normanton
0845 6011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Ramos - Rio de Janeiro
www.fimatec-empilhadeiras.com.br

Rotator Oy

Guelph
www.skyjack.com

Pirkkala
www.rotator.fi

break

Peter Hird & Sons Ltd
Hull
01482 227333
www.hird.co.uk

GS IND.e COM Equipamentos
Hidràulicos LTDA
S.Paulo,
www.guitonsocage.com.br

break

Peter Hird & Sons Ltd
Doncaster
01482 227333
www.hird.co.uk
break

The Safety Maintenance Company Ltd
Leeds
0113 385 4498
www.safetymaintenancecompany.co.uk
break

Haulotte Do Brasil Ltda
Tambor_ - Barueri - São Paulo
www.haulotte.com.br

JLG Latino Americana
São Paulo
www.jlgbrasil.com.br

Locar Guindastes E Transp. Intermodais
Guarulhos São Paulo
www.locar.com.br
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Scanclimber Oy

Pirkkala
www.scanclimber.com

GERMANY
AFI GmbH Arbeitsbühnenvermietung

Gerken GmbH

manroland web systems GmbH

Hörmann KG Verkaufsgesellschaft

Mayer Hubarbeitsbühnen GmbH

Düsseldorf
www.gerken-arbeitsbuehnen.de
Steinhagen
www.hoermann.com

Haulotte Hubarbeitsbühnen GmbH

Augsburg
www.manroland-web.com

Aalen
mayer-arbeitsbuehnen.de/

Media City Atelier (MCA) GmbH

Hamburg
www.afirent.de

Bad Krozingen-Hausen
www.haulotte.de

Alimak Hek GmbH

Hematec Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Dresden
www.hematec-online.de

Merlo Deutschland GmbH

Eppingen
www.alimakhek.de

Allgaier Hebesysteme GmbH

Hert Arbeitsbühnen Vermietung GmbH

Neu-Ulm
www.allgaier-gruppe.de

Saarwellingen
www.hert-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Mietpark Gushurst GmbH

Arbeitsbühnen Buchtmann GmbH

Hytec Arbeitsbühnen Vermietung
GmbH

Minimax E.I.S. GmbH

Delmenhorst
www.buchtmann.de

Arbeitsbühnen Koch GmbH
Leipzig
www.arbeitsbuehnen-koch.de

Arbeitsbühnen-Vertriebs- Und
Vermietungs GmbH
Schwäbisch Hall
www.avv-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Arbeitsbühnenverleih Vogel
Ehrenfriedersdorf
www.vogel-arbeitsbuehnen.de

AST GmbH Arbeitssicherheit & Technik
Blaustein
www.ast-gmbh.biz

Begemann’s Mietlift GmbH
Leopoldshöhe
www.begemanns-mietlift.de

Beyer-Akademie Gesellschaft für
betriebliche und berufliche Aus-und
Weiterbildung GmbH
Etzbach
www.beyer-akademie.de

Bremen
www.hytec-bremen.de

Leipzig
www.mca.de

Bremen
www.merlo.de

Sinzheim
www.mietpark-gushurst.de
Magdeburg
www.minimax.de

Roggenland Arbeitsbühnen und
Staplervermietung GmbH
Everswinkel
www.roggenland-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Roggermaier GmbH
Kirchheim
www.roggermaier.de

Rohrmoser e.K.
Arbeitsbühnenvermietung
Gräfeling
www/rohrmoser-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Rothlehner Konrad Liftverleih
Winhöring
www.rothlehner-k.de

Ruthmann GmbH & Co KG
Gescher-Hochmoor
www.ruthmann.de

Salgert GmbH

Irmler-Wob-Lift

Minimax GmbH & Co KG, Region Süd,
Büro München

JLG Deutschland GmbH

MLB Industrial Services GmbH
Bobingen
www.abb.de

Ulm
www.schirmer-hub.de

Josef Siegl GmbH

NMV Neubrandenburger Maschinen
Vertriebsgelsellschaft mbH

Schmidt GmbH & Co. KG

Wolfsburg-Fallersleben
www.wob-lift.de
Ritterhude-Ihlpohl
www.jlgeurope.com

Karlsfeld
www.siegl-gmbh.de

Kölbl Training & Consulting
Altomünster
www.koelbl-gruppe.de

Kuhnle GmbH
Fellbach
www.kuhnle.eu

Lehmann Zugangstechnik
Schwabstedt
lehmann.lifte.de

Aschheim
www.minimax.de

Neubrandenburg
www.nmv-neubrandenburg.de

P & B Hundrup GmbH & Co KG
Waltrop
www.hundrup.de

Palfinger Platforms GmbH
Krefeld
www.palfinger-platforms.com

Partnerlift GmbH

Osterholz-Scharmbeck
www.partnerlift.com

Lohmar
www.salgert.eu

Schirmer GmbH & Co. KG, HubArbeits-Bühnen-Vermietung

Neu-Isenburg
www.schmidt-info.de

Schwenk Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Schramberg
www.schwenk-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Stapler Rent 2000 GmbH
Bietigheim-Bissingen
www.stapler-rent.de

Starlift GmbH
Oststeinbek
www.starlift.de

BHV-Arbeitsbühnenverleih

Lift-Manager GmbH, Jäkel &
Rothlehner

Bonn
www.bhv-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Waldhufen-Jänkendorf
www.lift-manager.de

Bleser Mietstation GmbH

M & S Arbeitsbühnen GmbH

Theisen Baumaschinen AG

Paderborn
www.ms-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Pradel Arbeitsbühnen GmbH

Neuwied
www.blesermietstation.de

Cottbus-Gallinchen
www.pradel-lift.de

Feldkirchen
www.theisen.de

Bronto Skylift Deutschland GmbH

Möller Manlift GmbH & Co. KG

Riwal Deutschland GmbH

Wagert Arbeitsbühnen-Vermietung

Berghülen
www.bronto-skylift.de

Würzburg
www.moeller-manlift.de

Castell Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Koblenz
www.castell-koblenz.de

d bollmeyer GmbH Co & KG
Kirchlengern
www.bollmeyer.com

Easy-Lift GmbH
Berlin
www.easy-lift.de

Ernst Müller GmbH & Co KG
Nürnberg
www.ernstmueller.de

Faust24Ltd

Donsieders
www.faust24.com

Flesch Arbeitsbühnen GmbH & Co KG
Tuttlingen
www.flesch-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Gardemann Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Alpen
www.gardemann.de
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Peter Cramer GmbH & Co KG
Hagen
www.cramer-arbeitsbuehnen.de

Bingen
www.riwal.com

Terex Genie Germany GmbH & Co KG
Delmenhorst
www.genieindustries.com

Bayreuth
www.wagert.de

Weidler Arbeitsbühnenvermietung
GmbH

ASIMOV SRL, Attivitö Scolastica
Ispezione Macchine Operatrici Verifiche

Heddesheim
www.weidler-arbeitsbuehnen.de

San Mauro (TO)
www.asimovsrl.it

WEMO-tec GmbH

BERTI Piattaforme Aeree Srl

Eichenzell
www.wemo-tec.com

Concorezzo (MI)
www.piattaformeberti.com

Werne GmbH

Bigman Srl

Friedrichshafen
www.wernegmbh.de

Varna (BZ)
www.bigman.it

Werner Middeke Arbeitsbühnen

Centro Edile Srl

Erwitte
www.wm-rent.com

San Donnino (FI)
www.centroedilefirenze.it

Wiesecker Werkzeugvermietung e.K.

Centro Formazione e Ricerca Merlo Srl

ALTEN BUSECK
www.wiesecker.de

Zeppelin Rental GmbH & Co. KG
Berlin
www.zeppelin-industrial-services.com

ZM Vermietungen GbR
Schmelz/Saar
www.zmvermietungen.de

HONG KONG
Modern (International) Access &
Scaffolding Ltd
Kowloon
www.modern-access.com

IRELAND
Euro Access Ltd
Cork
www.euroaccess.ie

Height for Hire (Safety Training) Ltd
Ashbourne
www.heightforhire.ie

ITALY
Airo by Tigieffe Srl
Luzzara (RE)
www.airo.com

Alimak Hek Srl
Colle Di Val DÍelsa (SI)
www.alimakhek.com

Cuneo (CN)
www.cfrm.it

Ciemme Srl

Seregno (MB)
www.ciemme-noleggio.it

CO.ME.T. OFFICINE Srl, Piattaforme
Aeree
San Giovanni In Persiceto (BO)
www.officinecomet.com

COFILOC.10 Srl
Bellusco (MB)
www.cofiloc.com

Colorfer SpA, Selini Group
Telgate (BG)
www.colorfer.it

CTE SpA

Rovereto (TN)
www.ctelift.com

Elevateur Srl

Nola (NA)
www.elevateur.it

ELEVO Srl, Noleggio e Vendita
macchine elevatrici
Lallio (BG)
www.elevo.it

FPM System SAS di Palmieri Francesco
&C
Rimini (RN)
www.fpmsystem.it

Gianfranco Savani Srl
Lavariano (UD)
www.savani.it

GM Srl, Centro Di Formazione
Genova (GE)
www.gmnoleggio.it

Haulotte Italia Srl, Headquarter

Venpa Sud Srl

San Giuliano Milanese (MI)
www.haulotte.it

Martina Franca (TA)
www.venpasud.it

Hinowa SpA

MALAYSIA

Nogara (VR)
www.hinowa.com

ICE Istituto Certificazione Europea SpA
Anzola DellÍemilia (BO)
www.ice.bo.it

PMB Quick Access Sdn Bhd
Selangor
www.qaccess-scaffolds.com

IMER International SPA, IMER Access
Pegognaga (MN)
www.imergroup.com

MEXICO

JLG Industries Italia Srl

AMMEC Comercial S.A. de C.V.

Pregnana Milanese (MI)
www.jlg.com

Mexico DF
www.ammec.com.mx

Lift Level Srl

CittaÍ SantÍangelo (PE)
www.liftlevel.com

Haulotte Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Morelos
www.haulotte.com.mx

Mollo Srl

Alba (CN)
www.mollofratelli.com

Promotora De Maquinaria De Altamira
S.A., PMA

Nacanco SpA

Tamaulipas
www.pmaltamira.mx

Nolo Rico Srl

NETHERLANDS

Montichiari (BS)
www.nacanco.it

Gatteo Mare (FC)
www.nolorico.it

NOVA RENT SRL, Noleggio Piattaforme
Aeree
Meolo (VE)
www.novarentsrl.com

Access Equipment BV
Raamsdonksveer
www.accessequipment.nl

Alimak Hek BV
Middelbeers

O.MEC Srl

Allift Michielsens NV

Ancona (AN)
www.omec.it

DEURNE (ANTWERP)
www.allift.com

Oil & Steel SpA

Blom Opleidingen BV

S. Cesario Sul Panaro (MO)
www.oilsteel.it

Hengelo
www.blomopleidingen.nl

Parmiani noleggi Srl

Boels Verhuur BV

Montagna In Valtellina (SO)
www.parmianinoleggi.it

Sittard
www.boelstraining.com

Piattaforme Aeree Formazione SRL

BT-Opleidingen

Alba (CN)
www.paftraining.com

Bunschoten
www.bt-opleidingen.eu

S.A.S. Group SpA

Collé Safety & Training

Novi Ligure (AL)
www.sasautogru.it

Sittard
www.colle.eu

SA.MA Srl

Doornbos Equipment B.V

San Sperate (CA)
www.samagroupe.it

Savis Service Snc, Di Avitabile Antonio
& C.,

EA Rotterdam
www.doornbosequipment.com

Eijgenraam Hoogwerkers BV

San Mauro Torinese (TO)
www.savisservice.com

Rotterdam
www.eijgenraam.nl

SE.I. Servizi industriali Srl

Eurosupply Hoogwerk Systemen BV

Bolzano (BZ)
www.seiservizindustriali.it

Moerdijk
www.eurosupply.net

SETIF, Centro di Formazione IPAF

Gerken Hoogwerker Verhuur BV

Malo (VI)
www.setif.it

Elsloo
www.gerken.nl

Tecman Srl

HEAMS Rental & Sales BV

Missaglia (LC)
www.tecman.it

Rotterdam
www.heams.nl

Tecnoalt Srl

Hinowa Nederland BV

Roma (RM)
www.tecnoalt.it

Leimuiden
www.hinowa.nl

TECNOCAR Srl, Noleggio

Hoogwerker Centrum Nederland BV
Groot-Ammers
www.hoogwerkercentrum.nl

Nizza Monferrato (AT)
www.tecnocarsrl.it
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IPAF Training Centres
Hoogwerkservice BV
Buren
www.hoogwerkservice.nl

HWS Verhuur BV
Noordwijk
www.hws.nl

Kamphuis Hoogwerkers BV
Zutphen
www.hoogwerken.nl

KWAK Hoogwerker Centrum BV
EL-Huizen
www.kwak.nl

Loxam BV

Ridderkerk
www.loxam.nl

Omnitalent Benelux BV
Maastricht
www.omnitalent.info

Peinemann Hoogwerk Systemen BV
Hoogvliet Rotterdam
www.peinemann.nl

Riwal

Dordrecht
www.riwal.com

Siesling Hoogwerker Verhuur BV
Eelde
www.siesling.nl

SVS B.V.

Capelle aan den Ijssel
www.svs-opleidingen.nl

T V Nederland QA BV
PH Best
www.tuv.nl

Van Asten Rescue Trainingen

PORTUGAL

SINGAPORE

Absolute Kinetics Consultancy Pte Ltd

BS Technology Pte Ltd

Singapore
www.sg-akc.com

Aerial Access Academy Pte Ltd
Singapore

Genfor Lease Pte Ltd
Singapore
www.genfor.sg

JH Equipment & Services Pte Ltd
Singapore
www.jianhuang.com.sg

Jorge Lozano - Trabalhos Em
Altura - Form/Serv Unipessoal, Lda
QUELUZ
www.jorgelozano.pt

JP Nelson Equipment Pte Ltd
Singapore
www.jpnelson.com.sg

Machrent SA

QUINTA DO ANJO - PALMELA
www.machrent.pt

Manitou Asia Pte Ltd
Singapore
www.manitou-group.com

Modern (Singapore) Access &
Equipment Pte. Ltd
Singapore
www.modernsg.com.sg

ST Aerospace Ltd
Singapore
www.staero.aero

Tat Hong Training Services Pte Ltd

VM - Roermond
www.vanasten-trainingen.nl

Singapore
www.tathongtrainingcentre.com

Workx Materieelverhuur BV

Transgrua _ Transportes, Representaç_
es e Aluguer de Equipamentos, S.A.

Zoetermeer
www.workx.nl

PERU
Alo Group Perú
Lima
www.alogroup.pe
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ALCOCHETE
www.transgrua.pt

QATAR
Harsco Al-Darwish W.L.L.
Doha
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Gruas Roxu SA (PLAAS)
Siero (Asturias)
www.gruasroxu.com

Singapore
www.bsgroup.com.sg

Haulotte Ibérica SL

SOUTH AFRICA

Ingematis SL

Goscor Access Equipment T/A Goscor
Hi-Reach

Maquinaria Industrial Santander SL

East Rand
www.goscorhireach.co.za

Johnson Access (PTY) Ltd, T/A Eazi
Training Solutions
Midrand

Alcalà de Henares
www.haulotte.es

LANGREO
www.ingematis.com
Heras
www.mainsapoligruas.com

Maquinarias Paco SL

AG IMES
www.maquinariaspaco.com

Oil & Steel Ibérica SL

SPAIN
Alquiler Y Plataformas, SL
Manresa
www.alkyplat.com

Alsetrans 2000 SL
Ontinyent
www.alsetrans.com

AP Aerial Platforms SA
San Fernando de Henares
www.apaerial.com

Asociación Fundación Universitaria
Isidoriana De La RSE
Cartagena
www.fuisicar.org

CTC De Maquinaria SA
La Puebla de Alfinden
www.ctcmaquinaria.com

D.F. OPERACIONES Y MONTAJES, S.A.
Gijón (Asturias)
www.durofelguera.com

DISPLACAR SL (Grupo Cruz Araba)
Vitoria-Gasteiz
www.cruzaraba.es

Riba Roja del Turia
www.oilsteel.com

Plataformas Daryat S.L.
Etxebarri
www.niftylift.es

Plataformas Lozano S.L.
Sevilla
www.gruaslozano.com

Portalada 2006 SL (Jisuma)
Logroño
www.jisuma.com

Rent Wheeler SL (Alpesur)
Alcala de Guadaira
www.alpesur.com

Serviclem SL
Cheste Valencía
www.clem.es

SOCAGE IBERICA S.L.
Riba Roja
www.socage.it

Talleres Velilla SA (Movex)
Canovelles
www.talleresvelilla.com

FEMPA

Williams Powered Access Soluciónes
SLL

Alicante
www.fempa.es

Utebo
www.williamspas.com

Genie Industries Ibérica SL

YXCON Ideas y proyectos, SL

Montcada I Reixac
www.genieindustries.com

Almassora
www.yxconproyectos.com

SWITZERLAND
Accès & Elévatique SA
Crissier
www.elevatique.ch

Avesco Rent AG
Puidoux
www.catrental.ch

AzAs GmbH
Rüthi (SG)
www.azas.ch

Bronto Skylift AG
Rümlang
www.bronto.ch

Camillo Vismara SA
Cadro
www.vismara.ch

Chevalier Pierre
Troistorrents
www.chevalierp.ch

Kompetenzzentrum für Arbeitssicherheit AG
Pratteln
www.komp-zentrum.ch/

Maltech.ch AG
Rümlang
www.maltech.ch

ME Machines Elévatrices SA
www.memachines.ch

Mietlift AG

Schaan
www.mietlift-ag.com

SVBL, Schweizerische Vereinigung Für
Die Berufsbildung In Der Logistik
Rupperswil
www.svbl.ch

Swiss Logistics Academy AG, Ausbildungszentrum für Logistik
Otelfingen
www.sulsergroup.ch

Swiss LT GmbH, Logistik & Lifter
Trainingscenter
Muhen
www.swissLT.ch

TCFT Trainingscenter Fördertechnik
GmbH
Wettingen
www.tcft.ch

UP AG

Affoltern am Albis
www.upag.ch

Zwei GmbH

Istanbul
www.makserplatform.com

Schweizerisches Kompetenzzentrum
hfs GmbH

Al Laith Scaffolding LLC

Giebenach
www.skyaccess.ch

Skycraft AG

Amriswil
www.skycraft.ch

Dubai
www.accessrental-gulf.com
Dubai
www.alllaith.com

Globalplus Machinery Trading (GMT)
Dubai
www.globalplus.ae

Instant Access For Sales and Rental of
Construction Equipment LLC
Abu Dhabi
www.instantaccess-co.com

Chicago
www.nesrentals.com

Titan Equipment Rental LLC

Niftylift Inc

UNITED STATES

Operating Engineers Local 324 SEEC

Absolute E-Z Up

Palfinger Niagara Falls

Greer
www.niftylift.com/usa

Dubai

Detroit
www.iuoe324.org

Charleston
www.absolutee-zup.com

www.palfinger-northamerica.com

Safety on Site, LLC

Area Work Platform Inspection, Inc.

Minneapolis
www.safetyonsite.us

Covington

Construction Safety Council

Mak-Ser Makina Ltd

NES Rentals Holdings, Inc

Abu Dhabi
www.safelift.gulf.com

Acarlar Makine, Acarlar ‘s Merkezi
Istanbul
www.acarlarmakine.com

Chicago

Safe Lift LLC

TURKEY

Access Rental Gulf LLC

SkyAccess AG

Motion Picture Studio Mechanics Local
476

Grayson
www.mastclimbers.com

Dubai
www.rapidaccess-gulf.com

Blazing Technologies Inc

rent-it ag

Reiden
www.skz-hfs.ch

Rapid Access LLC

BAE Systems, U.S.Combat System

UAE

Goldach
www.rentitag.ch

Mastclimbers LLC

Dubai
www.manliftgroup.com

Kerzers
www.2training.ch

Regiomech

Zuchwil
www.regiomech.ch

Manlift Middle East LLC

Scaffold and Access Industry Association

York
www.baesystems.com

Kansas City
www.scaffold.org

Rouzerville
www.blazingtech.net

Sheet Metal Workers #33 Cleveland
JATC
Parma

Hillside
www.buildsafe.org

Sheet Metal Workers Local 137 JATC,
Signage

Cucamonga Valley Water District

Long Island City
info@local137.com

Eckstine & Associates, Inc

Sheet Metal Workers Union Local 33 Toledo area

www.cvwdwater.com
Waynesboro PA

Rossford
www.smwlu33.org

Haulotte US

Frederick
www.haulotte-usa.com

Sheet Metal Workers’ Local 73 Chicago
Belwood
www.jatc73.org

Hoj Engineering & Sales Co
Salt Lake City
www.hoj.net

Stevenson Sales & Service, LLC
South Holland
www.stevensonsales.com

Institute For Aerial Lift Safety
Philadelphia
www.aerialliftsafety.org

Sunstate Equipment Co LLC
Phoenix
www.sunstateequip.com

JLG Industries, Inc
McConnellsburg
www.jlg.com

Teupen USA Inc

Pineville
www.teupen.com/usa

Local 150 Apprenticeship
Wilimington
www.asiplocal150.org

US Safety Depot

Greenwood
www.ussafetydepot.com

Valcourt Exterior Building Services of
NJ, LLC
Millstone
www.valcourt.net

URUGUAY
Elevaciones, S.A.

Montevideo
www.elevaciones.com.uy

TecnoAndamio - Nizepel SA
Montevideo
www.tecnoandamio.com
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IPAF Manufacturers
Manufacturers
All IPAF member manufacturers, distributors, hirers, contractors and instructors undertake to abide
by and observe the IPAF Code of Conduct. The Code of Conduct states, among others, that a company
shall not knowingly misrepresent facts, or mislead any customer or supplier, concerning any aspects
of the goods and services it provides. It shall market only products and services that conform to
specific industry standards relevant to its business.
Members who wilfully breach the Code of Conduct may be expelled from IPAF. If your business partner
is an IPAF member, you can be sure that they work to high standards of safety, quality and service.
Airo

Luzzara (RE)
Italy
+39 0522977365
www.airo.com

Alimak Hek *

Middelbeers
Netherlands
+31 13 514 8653
www.alimakhek.com

ATN

Dinolift

Holland Lift

MEC - Aerial Work Platforms

Poggibonsi (SI)
Italy
+39 0577 913401
www.electroelsa.com

Hunan Runshare Heavy Industry

Merlo *

Fraco

Hunan Sinoboom

Loimaa , Finland
+358 201772400
www.dinolift.com

Electroelsa

Hoorn
Netherlands
+31 229285555
www.hollandlift.com
Hunan, China
+86 731 84083599
www.runshare.com.cn

Tonneins, France
+33 553798320
www.atnplatforms.com

Quebec
Canada
+1 450 658 0094
www.fraco.com

Hunan, China
+86 731 87116500
www.sinoboom.com

Barin

France Elevateur

Quebec, Canada
+1 450 589 8100
www.hydro-mobile.com

Cittadella (PD)
Italy
+39 0495971300
www.barin.it

Beijing Jingcheng Heavy Industry
Beijing, China
+86 10 61539210
http://en.jchic.com

Bluelift

Montescudo (RN)
Italy
+39 0541 756872
www.bluelift.it

Böcker

Werne, Germany
+49 23897989-0
www.boecker-group.com

Braviisol

Castelfidardo (AN)
Italy
+39 071 7819090
www.braviisol.com

Bronto Skylift
Tampere , Finland
+358 20 7927 319
www.bronto.fi

CELA

Corte Franca (BS)
Italy
+39 030 9884084
www.cela.it

CO.ME.T.

San Giovanni in Persiceto (BO)
Italy
+39 051 6878721
www.officinecomet.com

Flavigny dur Moselle
France
+33 3 83233132
www.france-elevateur.fr

GEDA-Dechentreiter
Asbach-Bäumenheim
Germany
+49 906 9809 0
www.geda.de

Genie *

Grantham
Lincolnshire, UK
+44 1476 5834328
www.genielift.co.uk

GS Idn. e Com Equipamentos
Hidráulicos
Piracicaba, São Paulo
Brazil
+55 19 78214930
www.gsplatforms.com

GSR

Rimini (RN), Italy
+39 0541397811
www.gsrspa.it

Haessler

Guelph, Ontario
Canada
+1 519 837 9178
www.haesslerinc.com

Haulotte *

L’Horme
France
+33 4 77 29 21 58
www.haulotte.com

Henan Jianghe Crane

CTE *

Rovereto (TN), Italy
+39 3472366911
www.ctelift.com

Henan
China
+86 373 8869900
www.jhqz.com

Custom Equipment

Hinowa

Richfield, WI
United States
+1 262-644-1300
www.hybridlifts.com
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Nogara (VR)
Italy
+39 0442539100
www.hinowa.com
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Hydro Mobile

IHIMER

San Gimignano (SI)
Italy
+39 057795121
www.ihimer.com

IMER

Pegognaga (MN)
Italy
+39 335 216444
www.imergroup.com

JCB

Rocester
Staffordshire, United Kingdom
+44 1889 590312
www.jcb.com

JLG *

Hoofddorp
Netherlands
+31 23 569 8791
www.jlgeurope.com

King Highway Products

Market Harborough
Leicestershire, United Kingdom
+44 1858 467 361
www.skyking.co.uk

Logimatec

Garibaldi, Brazil
+55 54 3464 7130
www.logimatec.com.br

Maber

Bressanvido (VI)
Italy
+39 0444660871
www.maber.eu

Manitou *

Ancenis Cédex
France
+33 2 40 09 22 99
www.manitou.com

Mantall

Nantong City, Jiangsu Province, China
+86 513 83696888
www.mantall.com

Kerman, CA
United States
15598421500
www.mecAWP.com
Ringwood
Hampshire, UK
+44 1425 480806
www.merlo.co.uk

Multitel Pagliero

Manta (CN)
Italy
+39 0175255211
www.multitelgroup.com

Niftylift

Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom
+44 1908857888
www.niftylift.com

Oil & Steel

S. Cesario sul Panaro (MO)
Italy
+39 348 7828910
www.oilsteel.it

Omme Lift

Sdr Omme
Denmark
+45 075 34 13 00
www.ommelift.dk

Outreach

Falkirk
Stirlingshire, United Kingdom
+44 1324 889000
www.outreachltd.co.uk

Palazzani

Paderno Franciacorta (BS)
Italy
+39 0306857073
www.palazzani.it

Palfinger *

Krefeld
Germany
+49 2151 526 201
www.palfinger-platforms.com

PB Lifttechnik

Oberbechingen
Germany
+49 9077 9500 0
www.pbgmbh.de

Plataformas Elevadoras JLG
Castellbisbal
Barcelona, Spain
+34 937724700
www.jlg.com

Platform Basket

Poviglio (RE)
Italy
+39 0522967666
www.platformbasket.com

IPAF Rental+
Pop-Up

Deeside, United Kingdom
+44 1244 833 111
www.popupproducts.co.uk

Power Towers

Wigston
Leics, United Kingdom
+44 116 2001757
www.powertowers.co.uk

Ruthmann

Gescher-Hochmoor
Germany
+49 2863204-0
www.ruthmann.de

IPAF Rental+ Directory
Companies that carry the IPAF Rental+ quality mark have been independently
audited as meeting defined standards in customer service, safety, staff
training, contract terms and machine inspection. Companies get a return visit
from the auditors every year. Visit www.ipaf.org for the current list of IPAF
Rental+ companies.

Scanclimber

Pirkkala
Finland
+358 10680 7000
www.scanclimber.com

Visit www.ipaf.org for the current
list of IPAF Rental+ companies.

Shenzhen Gaoli Aerial
Work Equipment
Guangming, Shenzhen
China
+86 755 2712 6711
www.gaolimc.com

Sky Aces

Mirandola (MO)
Italy
+39 0535 730027
www.skyaces.eu

Skyjack *

Guelph, Ontario
Canada
+1 519 341-5908
www.skyjack.com

Snorkel *

Washington
Tyne & Wear, United Kingdom
+44 191 461 6875
www.snorkellifts.com

Socage

Sorbara di Bomporto (MO)
Italy
+39 059 9121211
www.socage.it

Talleres Velilla

Canovelles
Barcelona, Spain
+34 938493777
www.talleresvelilla.com

TCA Lift

Odense C
Denmark
+45 661 31100
www.tcalift.com

Teupen *

Gronau
Germany
+49 256281610
www.teupen.com

1 Up Access Ltd

Camillo Vismara SA

Midland Access Platforms Ltd

Sheffield
Yorkshire
United Kingdom
+44 114 2721595
www.1upaccess.co.uk

Cadro
Switzerland
41919417559
www.vismara.ch

Croft
Leicestershire
United Kingdom
+44 1455 556699
www.midlandaccessplatforms.co.uk

2 Cousins Access Ltd

Sheffield
South Yorkshire
United Kingdom
+44 114 269 5909
www.eagleplatforms.com

Oxford
Oxfordshire
United Kingdom
+44 1865 779778
www.2cousins.co.uk

Access Plus (Scotland) Ltd
Stevenston
United Kingdom
+44 8003288178
www.access-plus.co.uk

Advanced Access Platforms Ltd
Sutton
Surrey
United Kingdom
+44 2086417050
www.accessplatformsuk.com

Aerial Platforms Ltd
Leigh
Lancashire
United Kingdom
+44 1942601752
www.apltraining.co.uk

AFI-Uplift Ltd
Castle Donington
Derbyshire
United Kingdom
+44 1332 855350
www.afi-uplift.co.uk

Altitude Access Ltd

Farsoe
Denmark
+45 99 66 16 07
www.timeintl.dk

Blidworth
Nottinghamshire
United Kingdom
+44 1623 796969
www.altitudeaccess.co.uk

Xuzhou Handler Special Vehicle

Astley Hire Ltd

Time International

Jiangsu Province, China
+86 516 8798 7705
www.xzhlz.com

Youngman

Maldon
Essex, United Kingdom
+44 1621 745900
www.youngmangroup.com

Zhejiang Dingli Machinery
Deqing Zhejiang, China
+86 572 868 1688
www.chinadinli.com

Leigh
Lancashire
United Kingdom
+44 1942 608822
www.astleyhiretraining.co.uk

Balloo Hire Centres Ltd
Belfast
United Kingdom
+44 28 90 45 80 80
www.balloohire.com

Eagle Platforms Ltd

Nationwide Platforms Ltd
Lutterworth
Leicestershire
United Kingdom
+44 8456 011032
www.nationwideplatforms.co.uk

Elavation Ltd

Peter Hird & Sons Ltd

Milton Keynes
United Kingdom
+44 1908 317602
www.elavation.net

Hull
East Yorkshire
United Kingdom
+44 1482 227333
www.hird.co.uk

Facelift Access Hire
Hickstead
Sussex
United Kingdom
+44 1444 881166
www.facelift.co.uk

Plantfinder (Scotland) Ltd
Kilmarnock
Ayrshire
United Kingdom
+44 1563 850060
www.plantfinderlimited.co.uk

Higher Access
Burnley
Lancashire
United Kingdom
+44 8456044054
www.higheraccess.co.uk

Rapid Platforms Ltd
Bishop’s Stortford
Hertfordshire
United Kingdom
+44 1279 501501
www.rapidplatforms.co.uk

Highway Plant Co Ltd
Belfast
Co. Antrim
United Kingdom
+44 2890 301133
www.highwayplant.com

Riwal UK Ltd
Chelveston
Northamptonshire
United Kingdom
+44 844 335 2993
www.riwal.co.uk

Horizon Platforms Ltd
Wakefield
West Yorkshire
United Kingdom
+44 1924 270383
www.ipaftrainingcourses.co.uk

Smart Platform Rental Ltd
Minworth
Sutton Coldfield
United Kingdom
+44 871 871 9292
www.smartplatforms.co.uk

Lifterz Ltd
Wakefield
West Yorkshire
United Kingdom
+44 1924 266662
www.lifterz.co.uk

Mainline (1982) Ltd
Swadlincote
Derbyshire
United Kingdom
+44 1283 222 044
www.mainline-hire.co.uk

* This company also has group
membership in other countries.
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Contacts

BOARD MEMBERS

What is IPAF?
The International Powered Access Federation (IPAF)
promotes the safe and effective use of powered
access equipment worldwide. It provides technical
advice and information, influences and interprets
legislation and standards, and runs safety initiatives
and training programmes.
It is a not-for-profit organisation owned by its
members, who include manufacturers, rental
companies, distributors, contractors and users.
Members operate about 90 per cent of the MEWP
rental fleet in the UK and manufacture about 85 per
cent of platforms on the market.
IPAF’s training programme for platform
operators is certified by the international
certification organisation TÜV as conforming to ISO
18878. More than 100,000 operators are trained each
year through a worldwide network of over 600 IPAFapproved training centres. Successful trainees gain
the PAL Card (Powered Access Licence), the most
widely held and recognised proof of training for
platform operators.
IPAF membership is open to users of platforms,
manufacturers, distributors, rental and training
companies. Members can access practical
information and a growing portfolio of member
services.
More information is available from:

IPAF

T +44 (0)1539 566 700
F +44 (0)1539 566 084
info@ipaf.org
www.ipaf.org

President
Steve Couling, IAPS Group
Deputy President
Andy Studdert, NES Rentals
Managing Director & CEO
Tim Whiteman, IPAF
Directors
Brad Boehler, Skyjack
Nick Selley, AFI-Uplift
Norty Turner, Riwal
Peter Douglas,
Nationwide Platforms
Karin Nars, Dinolift

COUNCIL MEMBERS

Jan Denks Bronto Skylift
Enrique Garcia Delgado Snorkel
Phil Graysmark Genie
Karel Huijser JLG
Peter Jones
Peter Jones Consulting
Alexandre Saubot Haulotte
Kai Schliephake
ABKS Partnerlift
Andrew Spencer A-Plant
Mark Winfield HSS
(Committee Chairmen are also
Council Members)

COMMITTEE
CHAIRMEN

Chairman, Manufacturers’
Technical Committee
Phillip Godding JLG
Chairman, Mast Climbing Work
Platforms (International)
Committee
Kevin O’Shea Hydro Mobile
Chairman, Training Committee
Darren Verschuren ALS Safety

Chairman, IPAF Rental+
Committee
Gordon Leicester
Facelift Access Hire
Chairman, UK Country Council
Brian Stead Loxam Access
Chairman, Irish Council
Julie Smyth Highway Plant
Chairman, North American
Regional Council
Teresa Kee NES Rentals
Chairman, Brazilian Country
Council
Roland Colombari
Cunzolo Rental
Chairman, India Country
Council
Nitin Gokhale
Dynamic Crane Engineers
Chairman, Italian Country
Council
Paolo Pianigiani IMER Group
Chairman, Netherlands
Country Council
Martijn Kamphuis
Kamphuis Hoogwerkers
Chairman, Singapore Country
Council
Tomie Chan Haulotte Singapore
Chairman, Spanish Country
Council
Florencio Alonso
AP Aerial Platforms
Chairman, Swiss Country
Council
Lukas Gerber Rosenbauer
Chairman, UAE Country
Council
Mark Robinson Rapid Access

IPAF OFFICES
UK: IPAF Head Office
Tel: +44 (0)1539 566 700
info@ipaf.org
Brazil: IPAF-Brasil
Tel: +55 11 39588590
portugues@ipaf.org
China: IPAF-China
Tel: +86.10.8430.2310
china@ipaf.org
Germany: IPAF-Deutschland
Tel: +49 (0)421 6260 310
deutschland@ipaf.org
Italy: IPAF Italia
Tel: +39 02 319 206 50
italia@ipaf.org
Netherlands: IPAF-Benelux
Tel:+31 (0)6 30 421042
benelux@ipaf.org
Singapore:
IPAF South East Asia
Tel: +65 9686 4191
sea@ipaf.org
Spain + Portugal: IPAF-Iberia
Tel: (ES)+34 677 889 049
(PT)+351 30 8801484
espana@ipaf.org
portugues@ipaf.org
Switzerland + France:
IPAF-Basel
Tel:(CH)+41 (0)61 227 9000
(FR)+33 (0)1 30 99 16 68
basel@ipaf.org
france@ipaf.org
UAE: IPAF-Middle East
Tel: +971 (0)55 3094 333
uae@ipaf.org
USA: AWPT
Tel:+1 518 280 2486
mail@awpt.org
USA: Membership Office
Tel: +1 630 942 6583
usa@ipaf.org

Attention Powered Access Hirers

Mcs rentAl softwAre ticks All tHe boxes for fAster contrAct Processing

Streamlines
your rental
contract
management

Workshop ensures
your machinery
is in perfect
working order

Analysis of your
machinery’s
availability and
utilisation

Make your powered access rental business more efficient. call Mcs, the leading hire management
software experts on +44 (0) 1628 828 000, visit www.mcs.co.uk or email moreinfo@mcs.co.uk
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The centrepiece of
your business

Bespok
e
print
and on
packagline
availabes
le

A corporate subscription is the smarter way to ensure
your business gets the latest industry news, insight
and intelligence to make better business decisions.
Start your corporate subscription today
Call 0203 033 2649 for more information
CN189

cnplus.co.uk/corporate

